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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Evidence that The Great Reset is rapidly approaching can be seen in the recent decision by the

U.S. Food and Drug Administration to ban real meat, and if history is any indication, the same

decision may be taken by other countries as well. The U.S. ban is slated to take effect April 1,

2024.

The decision comes on the heels of repeated public appeals to the Western world by Bill Gates to

stop eating real meat and transition to lab-grown synthetic “beef” instead.

Gates Spearheads Fake Beef Climate Solution

As explained in the Navdanya International report, “Bill Gates & His Fake Solutions to Climate

Change,” an excerpt of which was published by The Defender in April 2021:

“One of Bill Gates’ most recent promotions is his prescriptions of synthetic foods for

developed countries as a means to combat climate change. In a recent interview with

MIT Technology Review, Gates says he thinks ‘all rich countries should move to 100%

synthetic beef.’

Fake food replaces animal products with highly processed food grown in labs, like fake

meat, fake dairy products or fake eggs. It is made possible by technical innovations such

as synthetic biology, which involves reconHguring the DNA of an organism to create

something entirely new.

For instance, plant-based meat companies like Beyond Meat and Impossible Foods use a

DNA coding sequence from soybeans or peas to create a product that looks and tastes

like real meat. Some companies are also investing in cell-based meat, grown from real

animal cells, but it has yet to reach the market.

More and more Hrms are getting involved in this fast-growing market, like Motif

Foodworks (plant-based meat and dairy alternatives), Ginkgo Bioworks (custom-built

microbes), BioMilq (lab-grown breast milk), Nature’s Fynd (fungi-grown meat and dairy

alternatives), Eat Just (egg substitutes made from plant proteins), Perfect Day Food (lab-

grown dairy products) or NotCo (plant-based animal products made through AI), to name

but a few.”

Beef Production Pegged as ‘Prime Culprit’ of Climate Change

According to Gates and other synthetic beef proponents — and now the FDA — natural beef

production is a primary culprit of climate change.

“ Cattle are the No. 1 agricultural source of
greenhouse gases worldwide. ~ UC Davis”

A number of institutions have evaluated the environmental impact of cows and other livestock

over the years, including University of California, Davis, where researchers like Frank Mitloehner

have been busy measuring the amount of methane emitted by the average cow.  According to UC

Davis:

“Cattle are the No. 1 agricultural source of greenhouse gases worldwide. Each year, a

single cow will belch about 220 pounds of methane. Methane from cattle is shorter lived

than carbon dioxide but 28 times more potent in warming the atmosphere, said

Mitloehner, a professor and air quality specialist in the Department of Animal Science.”

Meat Is Also Implicated in Foodborne Disease

Livestock raised in massive industrial farming arrangements, aptly called “conVned animal

feeding operations” (CAFOs), have also been identiVed as a source of foodborne illness. Covered

in feces and urine, dehydrated and often sickly, these animals are slaughtered using mechanized

tools and procedures that convey these infection-loaded excreta into the Vnal meat product.

The food and food-contaminant combination that causes the most harm to human health is

campylobacter, which sickens more than 1.5 million people  and costs the U.S. an estimated $1.3

billion a year. In second place is toxoplasma, costing society another $8 billion  annually. 

Despite the obvious reality of foodborne illness, very little was actually known about which foods

were the riskiest until a report  from the University of Florida's Emerging Pathogens Institute

revealed the pathogen-food combinations most likely to make you sick. The report, issued in

2011, showed that the data overwhelmingly pointed to tainted meats as the prime culprits.

Realizing that pasteurization of animal products such as milk falls way short of protecting human

health, the U.S. Department of Agriculture in 2014 proposed tackling the No. 1 source of costly

foodborne illness — raw meat — by placing restrictions on the sale of raw meat.

The proposal didn’t go anywhere, but the FDA is now pointing to it as yet another reason to ban

natural meat sales altogether. Lab-grown synthetic “beef” does not have any of these issues, they

claim, due to the fact that all of the ingredients in each batch can be carefully controlled.

Beef Consumption Is ‘Unsustainable’

As reported by UC Davis:

“With the escalating effects of climate change, that fact has advocates urging the public

to eat less beef. They contend it’s an unsustainable diet in a world with a population

expected to reach nearly 10 billion by 2050.”

As mentioned, Gates is one such anti-beef advocate. In mid-February 2021, he gave an interview

with MIT Technology Review, in which he suggested that that synthetic beef, such as Impossible

Foods (which he cofounded with Google and Jeff Bezos), “is a key part of climate action,” as it

would eliminate a key source of global greenhouse gas emissions.

Gates has also suggested that synthetic beef could eliminate the “protein problem,” i.e., the fact

that we’re facing a global shortage of protein-rich foods in the wake of the COVID pandemic.

The strong recommendation to replace beef with fake meat is made in Gates' book "How to Avoid

a Climate Disaster: The Solutions We Have and the Breakthroughs We Need," which was released

in February 2021. As for the issue of taste, Gates assured MIT Technology Review  that:

“You can get used to the taste difference, and ... they’re going to make it taste even better

over time.”

The irony of Bill Gates — who lives in a 66,000-square-foot mansion and travels in a private jet

that uses up 486 gallons of fuel every hour  — talking about how to save the environment isn't

lost on everyone. Two days after his MIT Technology Review interview, The Nation criticized

Gates' contradictions, including the fact that his jet-setting lifestyle also makes him a carbon

"super emitter":

"According to a 2019 academic study  looking at extreme carbon emissions from the jet-

setting elite, Bill Gates's extensive travel by private jet likely makes him one of the world's

top carbon contributors — a veritable super emitter. In the list of 10 celebrities

investigated — including Jennifer Lopez, Paris Hilton, and Oprah Winfrey — Gates was the

source of the most emissions."

Impossible Foods Holds 14 Patents, Has 100+ Pending

Impossible Foods' products resemble nothing found in nature. That's why the company holds 14

patents, with at least 100 more pending. "It's not food; it's software, intellectual property" — 14

patents, in fact, in each bite of Impossible Burger with over 100 additional patents pending for

animal proxies from chicken to Vsh.

Natural foods cannot be patented, but Impossible Foods' products certainly can be. Impossible

Foods' products are heavily processed and created in production rooms — not grown in or found

in nature. Their science project creations are also heavily protected.

And the creator holds all the cards. They own the “food” and are the only ones allowed to make

the “food.” All fake meat consumers lacking options for real food will be dependent on the

patented ultraprocessed goo.

Circumventing Problematic Labeling Challenge

The idea is that by making the transition from real beef to synthetic “meats” in wealthier nations

Vrst, we would have the best chance of positively impacting the environment while

simultaneously reducing world hunger.

In the interview, Gates admitted that use of regulation might be required “to totally shift the

demand.” With that statement, he’s basically proven his “prophetic powers” yet again. At the time,

he confessed that “the politics are challenging,” especially with regard to labeling. He told MIT

Technology Review:

“There are all these bills that say it’s got to be called, basically, lab garbage to be sold.

They don’t want us to use the beef label.”

The controversy became clear during a July 2018 public meeting convened by the FDA to discuss

the naming of lab-grown meat. As reported by The Atlantic,  various speakers referred to the lab

concoctions as “clean meat,” “artiVcial meat,” “in vitro meat,” “cell culture products,” “cultured

meat” or “culture tissue.”

Each term had its advocates and critics and consensus seemed impossible to reach. Now, with

the ban on real meat sales in the U.S., the FDA basically resolves this challenge, as no special

labels will be required. ALL beef products will be adulterated.

Some will be plant-based, while others will be based on tissue cells grown on a lattice. Mosa

Meat, for example, grows their meat after harvesting a small number of cells from livestock “who

are then returned, almost unscathed, to their Velds.”  A single tissue sample is said to be able to

yield 80,000 quarter-pound hamburgers.

Yesterday’s Science Fiction May Become Tomorrow’s Reality

Food inventors are even working on cultured meat from human cells, bringing to mind the 1973

dystopian science Vction Vlm “Soylent Green.” The movie takes place in New York in 2022. The

Earth is severely overpopulated, and for sustenance, people are given rations of water and

Soylent Green, which supposedly is a high-protein food made from plankton.

In the end, you discover in this futuristic nightmare fantasy of controlling big corporations, that

the high-protein drink is actually made from people. Now, in the year 2022, scientists are working

on lab-grown “meat” made from human cells that are harvested from the inside of human

cheeks.  As reported by Tech Times in November 2020:

“A new ‘DIY meal kit’ that can be used to grow steaks that are made mostly from human

cells ... Called ‘Ouroboros Steak,’ this is named right after the circular symbol of a snake

known for eating itself tail-Hrst. This hypothetical kit would later on come with everything

that one person would need in order to use their own cells to grow miniature human meat

steaks …”

These kits are not yet commercially available, but it begs the question of what possesses

someone to think that eating a lump of meat made from your own body could be a viable idea?

The question must also be raised about whether this is cannibalism.

Those defending the concept claim that since you're eating your own body, it's not cannibalism.

However, if it ever becomes commercially available, what's to prevent someone from growing

meat from other people's cells — and selling it? And the ick factor aside, how could this impact

the spread of disease? For example, tribal cannibalism in Papua, New Guinea,  led to a prion

disease, which nearly wiped out a tribe of people.

In many villages, after an individual died, the villagers would cook and consume the body in an

act of grief. Scientists who studied the tribe believe that one person developed a sporadic

incident of CrutchVeld-Jakob disease, also known as mad cow disease. Eating the neurological

tissue then spread the disease throughout the tribe.

How Will FDA’s Decision Impact Public Health?

While much attention is placed on taste — making products that, taste-wise, mimic real beef —

few if any are talking about the proverbial elephant in the room, which is the health impacts of

fake beef.

Tissue growth inside an animal occurs when the blood supply delivers appropriate nutrients to

produce healthy muscle growth. This requires that the animal is fed a whole and balanced diet,

from which the body extracts the necessary nutrients in an appropriate amount to feed the cells.

The human body then extracts the nutrients found in regeneratively and biodynamically pastured

meat. However, as science has demonstrated in the last two decades, growing cells on sugar

causes growth, but will not yield health. The sheer ability to grow lab-cultured meat does not

indicate that the end product will have any health beneVt to the end consumer.

One primary problem I foresee is the fact that plant-based fake meat contains excess amounts of

omega-6 fat in the form of linoleic acid (LA). This, I believe, is one of the most signiVcant

contributors to ill health and chronic disease, as excessive LA leads to severe mitochondrial

dysfunction, decreased NAD+ levels, obesity, insulin resistance and a radical decrease in the

ability to generate energy.

The genetic engineering used to produce the navor and texture of real meat does not reproduce

healthy fatty acid composition because the substrate is canola and sunnower oils as the primary

sources of fat. The sunnower oil used in both Impossible Burgers and Beyond Meats is 68% LA,

which is an extraordinarily high amount.

It is dangerous because LA is susceptible to oxidation and causes oxidation byproducts called

OXLAMs (oxidative linoleic acid metabolites). These byproducts devastate your DNA, protein,

mitochondria and cellular membranes. This means that fake meat is failing all measures of

sustainability and health.

Facing an Uncertain Future

I’ve often stated that if every American decided to purchase humanely raised organic beef, the

CAFO system and the ultra-processed and patented fake meat industry would collapse overnight.

With the nationwide ban on real meat racing toward us — 2024 is only two short years away — the

window of opportunity for change is rapidly closing.

For now, however, sourcing your foods from a local farmer is still one of your best bets to ensure

you're getting wholesome food, and I would encourage you to do so while you still can. The

following organizations can help you locate farm-fresh foods in your local area:

1. Local Harvest — This website will help you Vnd farmers markets, family farms, and other

sources of sustainably grown food in your area where you can buy produce, grass-fed

meats, and many other goodies.

2. Farmers Markets — A national listing of farmers markets.

3. Eat Well Guide: Wholesome Food from Healthy Animals — The Eat Well Guide is a free online

directory of sustainably raised meat, poultry, dairy and eggs from farms, stores, restaurants,

inns and hotels, and online outlets in the United States and Canada.

4. Community Involved in Sustaining Agriculture (CISA) — CISA is dedicated to sustaining

agriculture and promoting the products of small farms.

NOTICE

This is an April Fool’s article and the FDA ban on real meat is a Vctional scenario. A primary

reason why we post April Fool’s articles is to act as warnings. We want to wake people up to see

what could happen if actions aren’t taken to protect and preserve freedom.

Over the years, many of our April Fool’s “jokes” have come true, including our Vctional prediction

of adult vaccine mandates and internment camps. This isn’t a coincidence. This is planned, and

you can see it happening around you. The future of your personal and medical freedoms has not

yet been decided. The ending will depend on you.

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,916 ratings

ORDER NOW
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The truth is, reality has rendered satire supernuous.  After all, how can you satirize an emerging reality that outstrips even the most

talented satirist? It will be news someday.
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Well said Katzenjammer5. - The truth is: forced meat reduction is coming. Proposals has been done by WEF cronies to lower the

consumption of meat in the EU and also in our Dutch parliament, under the pretext of preventing climate change, using taxation.

When the WEF (the E is short for Evil) takes over, surely this will be forced upon us like the vaccines. The non-democratic elected

European Commission (EC) inVltrated by WEF, will introduce digital money and also digital ID's, this year already, linked together

to make it easy for the WEF (Gates & Soros) to enslave us. The 4th vaccine jab is now approved by FDA,

www.theepochtimes.com/fda-clears-4th-covid-19-shot-for-all-americans-a..  A FDA otcial said a Vfth shot may be needed in the

fall.

Next week the US will introduced the bill for digital money, which will be entitled ECASH Act. First step to abandon cash, because

the catch could be that individuals may be restricted to having a maximum of $2,000. That means all money will need to be

deposited, so it is a covert way of canceling the currency.

www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/taxes/ecash-bidens-attack-on-the..  Ursula von der Leyen is President of the

European Commission, but also a prominent member of the WEF (World Evil Forum), also the Dutch p.m.Rutte is member of WEF,

signing agreements with them without consulting parliament.

I am sure this happens in other countries like France, as Macron is a WEF crony. Macron and Angela Merkel (also WEF) made

Ursula von der Leyen EU president. So Ursula is not democratic elected, but appointed by these 2 WEF cronies. Ursula is under

investigation for her secret text messages with PVzer. Last year she said: "EU must consider mandatory Covid jab", meaning

forcing jabs unto us. She also has Vnancial interests connecting to vaccinations.
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I've noticed that many posters are upset that this was "all" an April Fool's joke. Exactly which parts do you believe would never

happen? These Luciferians have been using Aborted Baby Fetal Tissue in the manufacturing of our food and drugs for many
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United States to Ban Real Meat
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola ( Fact Checked

Evidence that The Great Reset is rapidly approaching can be seen in the recent

decision by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to ban real meat, and if history is

any indication, the same decision may be taken by other countries as well. The U.S.

ban is slated to take effect April 1, 2024

)

The decision comes on the heels of repeated public appeals to the Western world by

Bill Gates to stop eating real meat as a climate control effort

)

According to the FDA, natural beef production is a primary culprit of climate change.

University of California researchers have measured the amount of methane emitted by the average cow, concluding cattle “are the No. 1

agricultural source of greenhouse gases worldwide”

)

Each year, a single cow produces about 220 pounds of methane, and methane from cattle is 28 times more potent in warming the

atmosphere than carbon dioxide

)

Livestock raised in massive industrial farming arrangements, aptly called “conVned animal feeding operations” (CAFOs), have also been

identiVed as a source of foodborne illness, and is yet another reason why the FDA has decided to ban real meat in favor of synthetic beef

)

TRUTH, with Robert F. Kennedy Jr., Season 2 Episode 18 featuring Vandana Shiva
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years! Companies such as Senomyx can "synthesize" any "navour" they want. They trick your taste buds into believing that what

you are ingesting, is totally different from the reality. In essence - they are tricking YOU! They feed dead animals to other CAFO

animals. Is it that much of a stretch to believe they wouldn't do the same thing with humans; to reduce the cost of

manufacturing? These people are pure evil and nothing is "out of bounds" to them! Two years ago, was already too late to wake

up! www.organicconsumers.org/news/they-eat-what-what-are-they-feeding-anim..
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"Reality has rendered satire supernuous" indeed. I have occasionally been reading speculative Vction from years ago, and it's

becoming increasingly disturbing to see how much of it that was considered far-fetched or outrageous at the time is now much

more plausible. In some cases, reality has almost overtaken these works of "once-Vction".  There are many more besides Orwell's

"1984" and Huxley's "Brave New World." I just Vnished reading "The Wanting Seed" by Anthony Burgess, written in 1962. (You may

know Burgess better as the author of "A Clockwork Orange".) In this novel, cannibalism has become an acknowledged practice

due to the absence of meat in the human diet, and human "meat" is even canned.

The desire to keep population numbers "in balance" has resulted in embracing homosexuality to the point of denying promotions

and socially rejecting people with normal sexual preferences, and marching soldiers off to fake wars whose object is to slaughter

them all, after which the scene is turned over to government contractors so they can harvest the bodies and can the remains.

 The book is described on the cover by the London Times Literary Supplement as "wildly and fantastically funny." I have a pretty

well-developed sense of humor, but reading this book actually creeped me out because it wasn't so hard in 2022 to imagine us

drifting toward just such a world.
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"Soylent Green" (1973). Life imitating art.
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Hi Randy, did you catch these?  Here's Bryan Ardis on ingredients used for monoclonal antibodies: LEARN THE TRUTH BEHIND

MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES FROM DR. BRYAN ARDIS - www.bitchute.com/.../vHFqu9VOEB7H  - - and the more recent expose by

Dr Carrie Madej : DR. CARRIE MADEJ: MONOCLONAL ANTIBODIES CAUSE CANCER - BEWARE ! - -

www.bitchute.com/.../NbW9wpRMCDmf  - - just the basic ingredients turned my stomach, refrained from posting this earlier. You

get the drift here?
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The evil 'elite', in their hubris, have become so impatient and brazen that they don't even try to hide their evil, because they think

that we are stupid cattle; "judgement of the gods" is long overdue! There is no honest justiVcation for this banning, it is all

blatantly corrupt, unscientiVc, fraudulent corpocracy, just as the banning of Ephedra (smeared as synthetic Epinephrine) and Flax

(slandered as Marijuana) were. It would be far better to switch signiVcant farming to grazed Meat production, not wasteful and

Vlthy feedlots, and Flax production, not over reliance on oil for plastics, fuel, and chemical feed stocks. The more I dig, the more

good and honest technology I discover has been banned or hidden to create and protect the proVts of 'elites', aka wealthy

psychopaths, even to the extent of the massive hiding, defacing, even demolition of many sophisticated and beautiful buildings

and structures.

Our religions, history, 'science', and thus technology, were and are signiVcantly fake, as any smart and curious student or expert

can eventually discover. It would be foolish to trust _anything_ you see or hear from authorities, until you can study sources

outside of the self-referencing authority 'expert' echo chambers, and even some alt sources are controlled opposition. Frankly

society is in dire need of replacement by sound traditional, not corrupt 'elite' "Build Back Better" (satanic, Fabian/Freemason,

"New World Order"), principles.
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Hi, Rreal. When Dr. Ardis asked what drug had been around for more than four decades with no deaths associated with it - the

answer was easy (of course, in the context of covid). I ALWAYS "get the drift". I'm drifting through life! I like Dr. Madej. So; here's

the bottom line...People ask me why I didn't get "vaccinated". I don't even know how to answer such a ridiculous question! The

Bible says that "The thief comes, only to kill, steal and destroy". Well; I'd say, that description Vts both Big Pharma and the

Military - perfectly.

I wouldn't trust either of them as far as I could spit - with a dry mouth! What's coming within the next few years; and I seriously

suspect, before the end of this year, should really wake up the masses; although, it should be quite clear by now that the

oblivious, will never wake up. I know that many people don't believe the info that I put out; although, if anyone looks back at my

posts (here and elsewhere), they would see that I'm right 99% of the time. I had a woman answer one of my posts from four years

ago and she exclaimed: "Wow; you were spot on with your predictions."...not verbatim, but close enough.

I've been following the globalist game, long before covid - more than a decade longer. The evil is quite predictable! I tell people to

just go to the WEF webpage and start reading; and especially browse the Strategic Intelligence graphic. Sadly; people just "don't

have the time". Well; we are running out of time. I have posted this, so many times (pun intended)!

intelligence.weforum.org/.../a1G0X000006O6EHUA0
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The was an "article" in the Babylon Bee where they "apologized" for having more accurate reporting than CNN, that is how crazy it

has become. Our government does not represent us anymore. The FDA is owned by Gates, Soros, et al. They are actually no

longer a government agency, the are part of Big Ag and Big Pharma!
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It has become ever more ditcult to distinguish between satire and reality, which is why an April fool joke might fall a bit nat.

What is no April fool is that GMO engineered laboratory “meat” will be on the table courtesy of our climate change fantasists and

environmental wishful thinkers on the pretext of solving world hunger. I have noticed increasingly blanket statements on product

packaging to “save the planet” by buying plant sourced foods. One must wonder why Gates is buying up farmland - presumably

to stop regenerative farming which could not only help prevent hunger but preserve the precious soil which we depend on to

grow our food.  Their claim is that livestock and organically grown produce threaten the planet, contribute to climate change and

other myths.

We should know by now that doing the opposite of what the globalists claim will be the truth no matter how many anorexic,

childhood deprived teenagers are enlisted to spread their false messages. Raising cattle in the proper way (i.e. not by factory

farming nor by subsidising GMO crops) can contribute to sustainability and regeneration of the soil. Richer, more diverse topsoil

means healthier food and a healthier population. Cover crops on which animals graze can enrich the soil for subsequent farming

years. Does the human microbiome depend in part on the diversity of microbes in the soil? 

www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/.../PMC5635058
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agreed. who would have thought the u.s. would be involved in a war in ukraine where a president's son used a corporation to set

up bioweapon labs, potentially leading the world to ww3? and that the sitting president would sabotage us oil/fuel production so

that russia could fund that war! the meat-gas scenario here is only possible due to absurd abuse of science: altering climate

data, using poor quality climate data, using uncalibrated and incorrect climate fear models (cmip-6 is even worse), and

fearmongering over 10-20 cm of sea level rise per CENTURY which is mostly attributed to siltation of the oceans.

to quel fears, a warmer climate is beneVcial to the economy, human health, and food production (which depopulation

sanger-singers like gates don't want). higher co2 in the atmosphere has a RESTORATIVE effect on the earth, contributing to a

true global greening (not cortez's economic takeover kind of "greening").  ...and cows pre-existed "climate change" fears. ...but a

well written and good taste april fool article.
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Fisher: " a warmer climate is beneVcial to the economy, human health, and food production. ''  Try living in parts of Australia

where raging Vres and droughts have cost millions of dollars to the economy.  We just lived through the hottest recorded summer

ever, with temps over 40C for days on end.  I pity anyone who has to live without aircon, it has been unbearable. I only have aircon

in one large room, but at least I have somewhere to escape to - some are not so lucky.  I lost many garden crops this summer; the

heat was just too much for them, despite being watered.
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The humor approximates reality. No wonder real context in favor of fake food. The hypocrisy of globalist elites and government

institutions is overwhelming. We need nature, and an ecosystem governed by the laws of nature, not by the Gods of corruption. The

Earth has lost 58% of its animals in the last 40 years, meanwhile bacteria resistant to antibiotics and the new generation of viruses

grow. The food system is unsustainable, and calls for changes in consumption patterns, embrace regenerative agriculture and livestock

to preserve the biological sustenance of humanity. Intensive cattle breeding with antibiotic abuse and fattening hormones are the main

disease problem.

Between 2015 and 2020, US companies, including poultry giants Perdue, Pilgrim's Pride, Tyson, Foster Farms and Koch Foods, sold tens

of thousands of meat products contaminated with campylobacter and salmonella, according to government sampling records obtained

by the Bureau. of Investigative Journalism. childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/poultry-giants-meat-products-life-..  (03/21/2022) We

must also consider nitrous oxide is emitted during industrial activities, combustion of fossil fuels and solid waste, as well as during

wastewater treatment. GWP of 265 to 298 times greater than that of CO2.

Hydronuorocarbons, pernuorocarbons, sulfur hexanuoride, and nitrogen trinuoride are potent synthetic greenhouse gases that are

emitted from a variety of industrial processes. The GWPs of these gases can be in the thousands or tens of thousands. Millions of

pounds of toxic pesticides sprayed on factory farmed animal feed crops in the US threaten human health, wildlife and plants by

destroying their native habitats, according to a new report from World Animal Protection and the Center for Biological Diversity

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/pesticides-sprayed-crops-feed-anim..  (03/14/2022)
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Chemical and electromagnetic pollution is becoming more alarming every day. Our immune system is in decline, while bacteria

and viruses feed on the barbarities that man has committed in nature. The Climate Movement (New Green Deal) is funded by

major charities and corporate foundations, including the National Endowment for Democracy, Soros Open Society Foundations,

Rockefeller Brothers Trust, Shell Foundation, BP, Goldman Sachs, among others. While “big oil” is responsible for the devastating

impacts of the fossil fuel industry, the architect of big oil, i.e. the Rockefeller family, is the main protagonist of the Green New

Deal.

It was also Rockefeller with his money who fought Natural Medicine, taking the opportunity to expand his oil business, inVltrating

American medicine with highly addictive coal tar formulations. www.globalresearch.ca/.../5690209  (2021) New analysis by

LittleSis and the Private Equity Stakeholder Project (PESP), titled “Private Equity's Dirty Dozen: 12 Firms Dripping in Oil and the

Wealthy Executives Who Run Them,” highlights that as asset managers and big banks face increasing scrutiny for their climate,

crushing conduct, "private equity Vrms and billionaires have largely escaped scrutiny." “This has to change,” the document

declares.

“Private equity Vrms are fueling the climate crisis and environmental injustice with investments in fracked gas, pipelines, coal

plants and offshore drilling. These damaging investments mirror other destructive impacts of private capital in other areas of the

economy, such as retail, restaurants, health care, and incarceration.”

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/private-equity-Vrms-oil-executive..  (02/16/2022)
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Gui, While the article may be a tongue in cheek dark humor warning, folks should remember the push for all these Frankenstein

ideas, products & legislature are all too real. You've presented great information as always & a quick walk through all the different

layers of players & what is practiced one can see the massive innuence of the Rockefeller Empire and how all of it feeds this

Empire, as well as Gates. The Predator$ solution is the usual, kill it all to save it. Meanwhile whether there are CAFO operations

or not, the offending oil toxic chemical laden, water destroying monocropping with the health damaging practices continue. We

can add all the soft kill med's used to dampen symptoms so as one does not realize how bad the Industrial muck & 'med's' make

us feel.

If Gates agenda & it is very real goes through, there would be no independent local sources of whole & real foods. Here, in this

area, for decades there has been a steady deliberate removal of the small independent food producers & processors. If one

wants to raise pigs the appointment to have them processed nearly has to be made the day you buy the piglets. No joke. So many

Mom & Pop business over the years have complained about the gov't reg's without realizing the self-serving reg's came from the

Too Big's corporations who have taken over the Gov't's.

Before the Lockout the competition, (whoops, how sarcastic,) uh, Lockdowns, the smaller competition has been dictated to

follow rules & regulations only needed for the massive toxic aspects of the Too Bigs. Think raw milk from sustained Biodynamic

compared to factory slave cows & inferior food like milk. Our methods Heal, they Don't Steal, they create health where med's are

seldom needed because our efforts are the med's. Local, local, local. Stable, steady supply lines of our basic needs and

necessities are what make us strong as individuals & as a country. (And it is more than just food practices where sustained

biodynamic efforts are needed.
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Gui- Even though this article is satire the dangers of red meat are mostly overlooked. MAP is a serious disease and also includes

Ulcerative Colitis which I have had for most of my life. There is no cure just treatment of the symptoms. Probiotics and having a

high Vitamin D level has helped me somewhat. Medications have too many side effects and are expensive so I avoid them.

Considering that MAP stems from bad bacteria so Vghting it with good bacteria makes sense. Problem is that most cattle are fed

antibiotics for a number of diseases some of those antibiotics may be passed on to humans unsuspectingly when consuming

the meat. crohnsmapvaccine.com/.../map  humanpara.org/what-is-map
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Thank you very much ROBERT and JUST, for your interesting contributions. We must attend to the local economy, to the defense

of the environment, to sustainable production that serves the well-being of people, not to the tyrants who meet in Davos.

Purchasing power is a good tool to achieve such well-being. respect for nature is respect for life. We need true science,

integrated people who project wisdom to promote the health of the planet and the living beings that inhabit it. Our future

well-being depends on placing relationships at the forefront of our collective interests.

When nature is taken care of, we also stay with ourselves. All meaning arises from coordinated action and what we consider real

and valuable depends on the well-being that we project, with the effort of local regenerative agriculture. Relationships with

others and with nature must imply respect and an order of priorities that must be sustained in conserving it as born from the

work of the creator. Vandana put it very well: Love for nature, for life, for all the creatures in the world is the only thing that gives

meaning to life.

"We are poisoning the well from which we drink," says Oliver GreenVeld, coordinator of the Green Economy Coalition, the entity

that commissioned the investigation. The dire state of nature and the implications for our future barely register in economic

decision-making. In other words, we are accumulating a huge systemic risk to our economies and societies, and just like the

Vnancial crisis, most economists don't see it right now. www.greeneconomycoalition.org
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Thanks fvtomasch, I feel your MAP condition, you are absolutely right about the abuse of antibiotics in people and intensive

agriculture, is causing serious intestinal diseases. In this report, antibiotics markedly altered the composition of the gut

microbiota in healthy mice, which accompanied the reduction in SCFA concentrations. Furthermore, the intestinal tight junction

barrier was disrupted by antibiotic treatment, as evidenced by increased intestinal paracellular permeability to FITC-dextran,

decreased expressions of the tight junction protein, and altered morphology of ZO-1. Furthermore, the NLRP3 innammasome

and autophagy were activated by antibiotic treatment.

In conclusion, antibiotic-induced intestinal epithelial tight junction barrier dysfunction is associated with gut microbiota

dysbiosis, journals.plos.org/plosone/article?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0218384  (2019) In this study, supplementation with DHA

algal oil could relieve innammation and promote mucosal healing, which could be a functional food ingredient to protect against

antibiotic-induced gut microbiota disruption and metabolic dysbiosis. pubs.acs.org/.../acs.jafc.0c07323  (2021) More than 1.2

million people died in 2020 in the world from common bacterial infections that have become resistant to antibiotics, according to

a study published by The Lancet.

The authors warn that the resistance to antibiotics of bacteria that cause infections such as pneumonia or other blood or

intra-abdominal infections (derived, for example, from appendicitis) now causes more annual deaths than AIDS and malaria, with

860,000 and 640,000 registered. for these diseases in the same year, respectively. The future may be dire between antibiotic

resistant bacteria and the destruction of the immune system by "vaccines".
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Good point fvtomasch. However in your article they write that MAP has also been found in water, pastures, aerosols, fruits, milk

(products) and vegetables. Also glyphosate, works like an antibiotic, damage the gut, and is found in so many foods, like it found

on grains, soja, maize, etc, . Gluten can damage the gut. Ulcerative Colitis can have multiple causes. I had a friend who had UC,

she was operated, but after recovery it didn't came back, so keep hope. Use insoluble Vber and fermented food to promote good

bacteria. Avoid fructose. A piece of fruit is oke, but not fruit-juice or sugar. Like a ripe yellow banana got much more fructose and

more soluble Vbers, than an half ripe/half green banana. A green banana has more insoluble Vbers which become food for good

bacteria so they grow in numbers and protect the gut wall. Kurkuma seems to be also beneVcial. I wish you well.
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The real environmental issues, not AWG and meat faking, are by corporations owned by oligarchs, being allowed to rape the

earth, by being able affordably externalise costs, including pollution and other environmental damage, which a normal living man

or woman is rarely allowed to do! The Vction of corporate persons must be abolished and the state enforced privilege of

limited-liability signiVcantly reduced or scrapped, so that executives and managers have to face enough liability for their bad

actions, to make them far more cautious about external costs; this includes all government too, local to national! Most living

people don't do such damage willingly, but have systematically been denied education about and ready provision of real

sustainable alternatives, rather than rampant green-washing corporate faking; including (corporate lobbyist) 'eco' 'charities',

corrupt 'eco' think tanks, and satanist/quisling organisations like the UN, NASA, etc., and most 'renewable' wind/sea/solar power

generation initiatives.
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Hi fvtomasch, this systematic review-meta-analysis evaluates and summarizes all the available research (128 articles) on the

zoonotic potential of Mycobacterium avium ssp. paratuberculosis. The latter has been debated for a century because of the

pathogenic and clinical similarities between Johne's disease in ruminants and Crohn's disease (108 studies) in humans and

recently because of its involvement in other human diseases; human immunodeVciency virus (HIV) infection (2), sarcoidosis (3),

type 1 diabetes mellitus (DM1) (7) and type 2 (3), multiple sclerosis (5) and Hashimoto's thyroiditis (2). The meta-analytical

results indicated a signiVcant positive association, consistently across different laboratory methods for Crohn's disease (OR 4),

DM1 (OR 2), and multiple sclerosis OR 6).

pdfs.semanticscholar.org/46a0/81c16eaf8f12791b2ec503c4ad3624350ac5.pdf  (2015) .This review summarizes the evidence

from 255 primary research papers; Most examined the prevalence or concentration of M. paratuberculosis in animals (farm

domestics, pets, and wildlife) (n = 148), food for human consumption (62) (milk, dairy, meat, infant formula) or water (potable

and recreational ) and the environment (farm, pasture and areas affected by runoff) (20). pubmed.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/27664446

 (2016)
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Presence of Mycobacterium avium Subspecies paratuberculosis Monitored Over Varying Temporal and Spatial Scales in River

Catchments: Persistent Routes for Human Exposure.  It is likely that its persistence in rivers of MAP, maintains human exposure

through the domestic water supply, with possible health consequences of this animal pathogen, which is related to a number of

possible health outcomes in addition to disease. These include Parkinson's disease, rheumatoid arthritis, neuromyelitis optica

spectrum disorder, multiple sclerosis, and type 1 diabetes myelitis and given the wide range of diseases and the possible impact

on human health, monitoring human exposure could be crucial in disease control. PRESENCE OF MYCOBACTERIUM AVIUM

SUBSPECIES PARATUBERCULOSIS MONITORED OVER VARYING TEMPORAL AND SPATIAL SCALES IN RIVER CATCHMENTS:

PERSISTENT ROUTES FOR HUMAN EXPOSURE. www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2019)
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The bibliometric and growth analytic review of MAP from 1911–2019 found a yearly growth rate of 6.31% and positive growth in

relation to type 1 diabetes mellitus, rheumatoid arthritis, food science and technology, immunology, agriculture, pathology, and

research and experimental medicine , wildlife, environments, virulence, disease resistance, meat and meat products, osteopontin,

waste milk and digester slurry/sludge subjects; negative growth in ulcerative colitis and Parkinson's disease; but no growth in

multiple sclerosis, sarcoidosis, thyroid disorders, psoriasis, and lupus. Collaborations tend to be intracontinental phenomena and

MAP research presently is limited to North America, Europe, Asia, South America, Oceania, Turkey and a few nations in Africa-

SYSTEMATIC ASSESSMENT OF MYCOBACTERIUM AVIUM SUBSPECIES PARATUBERCULOSIS INFECTIONS FROM 1911–2019: A

GROWTH ANALYSIS OF ASSOCIATION WITH HUMAN AUTOIMMUNE DISEASES www.mdpi.com/.../htm  (2020)
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes Keythong, people are educated to get sick while the beneVts of the globalist elite are multiplied. Industrial agriculture allied

with the Pharmaceutical MaVa is degenerating the farmland and making people sick. The dominance of large corporations,

global competition is undermining the livelihoods and security of the majority, and the environment is plundered and polluted on

ever-increasing scales of depredation. The proposed increase in agricultural productivity will also imply corresponding increases

in the use of fertilizers and pesticides. Their commercial minds are conveniently unaware that nitrogen-based fertilizers have

disrupted the earth's nitrogen cycle, creating nitrous oxide emissions.

While this powerful greenhouse gas not only aggravates our climate problem, but also contributes to the destruction of the

ozone layer, a "savior" emerges, which will contribute more to the deterioration of the environment: Bill Gates Has an Insane Idea

to Save the Human Race From Global Warming pjmedia.com/news-and-politics/matt-margolis/2020/12/28/bill-gates-has-..

 warming-n1289479 One of the things advocates of synthetic meat claim is that it is more sustainable than real meat.

There are studies that ensure that in vitro meat has an environmental impact equal to or even greater than livestock production.

Some of them argue that synthetic meat is more polluting than chicken and pork production. And a 2019 report from the

University of Oxford noted that synthetic meat emits more greenhouse gases. This is because methane emissions from the

livestock industry do not accumulate in the atmosphere, which causes less global warming, while the emissions generated by

synthetic meat are entirely CO2 from power generation.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Manuel Collado, a scientist specializing in stem cells in cancer and aging at the Clinical Hospital of Santiago de Compostela,

once questioned the food safety of synthetic meat when he said that "it must be taken into account that it is about ingesting

bovine tissue that is part of living pluripotent cells with tumor capacity and maintained with growth factors and agents with

untested capacities for their consumption”. In the international scientiVc community there is concern about the use of certain

types of cells, such as non-human embryonic stem cells. "These cells have unlimited regenerative potential, being able to

accumulate genetic mutations over time," says a study recently published by the Nuteld Council on Biothics.

Meat is an irreplaceable food that provides numerous nutrients, starting with its proteins, which are of high biological value. This

means that they contain all the amino acids that we need to ingest through the diet, which does not happen with those of plant

origin. Animal proteins are more suitable than vegetable proteins to maintain skeletal muscle mass, according to various studies.

Likewise, animal proteins are highly bioavailable, which means that we can assimilate these nutrients and meet the needs of the

body. avicultura.com/la-meat-sintetica-no-es-meat-know-your-risks
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

while chloro and nuoro gases are terrible for ozone (and rightfully controlled for that impact), their ghg contributions are neglible.

let the planet warm and co2 increase! maybe we'll be able to support massive land creatures like dinosaurs again. (in reality, this

would likely require higher atmospheric partial pressure of O2 which likely existed in a pre-nood cataclysm scenario, so we will

need to generate more atmosphere to enable bigger earth creatures). i share your concerns on species depletion; wouldn't a

vegetated higher co2 world provide a better opportunity for species survival?
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui and Pete-Thank You for the wonderful and informative info. Another thing I have been using on occasion is oil of oregano

which seems to help but may increase my BP a little so I am careful. I will look into Alga oil. Have you and Pete noticed all the

commercials on TV by Big Pharma for Crohn's and UC? It seems that many people they show are just actors not really having

these diseases but more and more people in that age group of 25-40 are getting this disease. There are more RX drugs

advertised but the side effects are a mile long.

Nothing again like for Covid are naturals mentioned for UC like Vit D/magnesium/probiotics only medications which treat the

symptoms only but at what cost to your health. humanpara.org/healthy-living-supplements-oregano

 www.digestivewarrior.com/digestive-warrior-blog/post/wild-oil-of-orega..  Here is another thing I tried which is the removal of

my last 2 mercury Vlling about 15 years ago and it seemed to help within a few days. No more diarrhea but loose stools turned to

a little constipation.

Started detoxing after that with alpha lipoic acid/milk thistle/lots of Vber and it helped. I avoid any irritants like caraway seeds

which act like little razor blades. www.perfectbalanceclinic.com/dental-toxicity

 diet-sage.com/health-news/how-mercury-dental-Vllings-destroy-your-hea..  Mercury Vlling have caused a lot of problems and

they are still in the mouths of many and they do not associate their health problems started from the Vllings in their teeth.
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gui, the GEC (www.greeneconomycoalition.org ) = IIED (https://pubs.iied.org ) = Agenda 2030 = Agenda 21 = SDG(s) = UN = WHO

= WEF Globalists = Jesuits/Zionists/Masons/Eugenicists et al... and while I'm pro-eugenics especially with regard to the

WOKE-tard/left/libtards [and mostly JUST because they're irritatingly irrational insouciant pests and/or perverted demented

hypocrites or really stupid] but not for the like minded [like the few non/less-deluded few right here, right now] while also

acting/thinking very NIMBY during my lifetime relative to avoiding the hard/soft kill globalist eugenical poisons, [diet, injections

and injunctions etc.] because "I get it" and have no delusions about super natural immortal retirement plans/cons or basic

Ferengi/humanlike nature of the predator class while also very much "getting" much of the physics that this planet/electroverse

will be around for a long, long time after it cyclically kills all/most of us and most other species off over and over again on this

small ball until entropy eventually works it's magic on this minor spec of space dust/plasma within the electroverse once again.

Even though Rolfy was a religious guy at least he felt inspired by "yours truly" to try to explain and make simple the extraordinary

evidence in plasma astrophysics for me and the few with eyes/ears who also understand the incoming "do what thou wilt" logos

of the pre-[mini/maxi] ice age/mag/rev eugenical globalists perspectives.

ice-age-ahead-iaa.ca/ice_age_1/Exraordinary_Evidence_in_Plasma_Astroph..  and also Ben Davidson and Robert Felix, Rolf

Witzsche, Alan Watt for the years before their passing in 2020/2021) THE Earth Disaster (Ben's recent) Documentary explains

much too. www.youtube.com/watch   S0 suspicious0bservers.org   S0 www.youtube.com/.../UCTiL1q9YbrVam5nP2xzFTWQ

 Mostly appreciate the astro/geophysics logos of "Ice Age men" over the globalists. Cheers.
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Deecherie
Joined On 1/7/2011 1:56:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m extremely disappointed in many of the comments expressing the view that this April Fool’s Day satiric article is ‘mean, cruel, scary

and hurtful after all we have been through over the past 2 years’. Dr. M is not trying to be mean to you people. He’s warning you that this

is, and has been, part of the agenda for decades. Do you really think these globalist cabal monsters are just going to stop with their

genetic-technological takeover of God’s green earth? Who among you would have believed a decade ago that the world would be locked

down and force jabbed against a ‘virus’ with a survival rate of 99.5%? (And I know a small few did see it coming ).

And it’s exactly that fear that led the vast majority to go along with their agenda. If you cannot face the fact that ‘fake meat’ is on the

horizon, and Vnd the courage to stand up NOW, then for certain we’ll all be suffering through another ‘cruel, mean, hurtful’ transition

with additional devastating effects on our health. Bless you Dr. M for always sounding the warning.
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Kassie
Joined On 9/21/2006 5:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sorry, but it wasn't funny to some of us. Glad you got something out of it. It set the tone for an already distressing day for me. Dr.

M is preaching to the choir here. More upset based on a "joke" i.e. lie doesnt sit well with me. Reality is bad enough. I would have

preferred to hear his interpretation of today's FDA ruling regarding NAC. It was somewhat vague to me, but better to come here

for jokes today, I guess.
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Deecherie
Joined On 1/7/2011 1:56:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hey Kassie - I didn’t Vnd it funny at all. Satire isn’t always funny - but it does give us something to think about. Personally, I’d

rather be aware of their intent so as to not let myself be herded into their forsaken sense of reality. Perhaps Dr. M will address the

FDA ruling on NAC in a future post. I’d like to hear his thoughts on that also. Hope your day gets better.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most people just don't get it! The world has been taken over by evil; and evil knows no bounds. There is nothing that's "out of

bounds" for those Luciferians! A human life means nothing to those people. People are going to Vnd out within the next few

years; just how evil it can get. Or...perhaps they will simply accept it all as "The New Normal". Believing that some cold virus has

been attacking humanity for the past two years - is beyond STUPID!
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Robert from Alberta Canada
Joined On 1/6/2007 6:51:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Never let the terminally "Kassie Karens" getcha down or try to logosplain it to 'em... they're proud of their virtue signalling Karen

side... just be glad when they show their true colours. You get it... hope you'll also check out some of the links from my post just

above to Gui, mon chéri ;) Cheers.
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Lee1959
Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If someone was upset that the article was an April Fool's joke, I was not one of them. I thought it was hilarious and sobering. I have

been the queen of playing April Fool's jokes on my husband for years. One year I called my husband on that day. We had just put up an

above ground pool the summer before and John was very protective of the pool, trying to keep the water balanced, etc. I called him at

work and said, "So, John, what are we going to do about the Canadian geese in our pool?" Long pause, "You have GOT to be kidding!!!"

Then I said, "April Fool's!" Another long pause, "Wow, that was a good one!" I also have had a running joke about an electronic speeding

ticket that has been going on for years.

The judge's name who periodically sends John correspondence is Judge Elderroy Manfried. My husband freaked out and spent hours

online trying to google the esteemed judge. The last correspondence he received from the judge was, at the end of the letter, "We

accept check, Visa, Master Card, Direct Deposit, and now we have added a Twitter and Blitter account."  He has never Vgured out it was

me! All my relatives know and my kids.

My one daughter said, "I can't believe Daddy can be so thick!" I have them sent from all over the country. I even had one sent to the hotel

we were staying at on a Florida vacation. Another one I played on him, I put a banner on the back of the car that said, "smile and wave,

he just turned 45 today." Then he got all sorts of pretty girls pulling up at stop signs smiling and waving. He thought what the heck is

going on here!
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VESYakush
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:51:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh MG!  LEE1959- THANK YOU for restoring my Funny Bones! THIS is Hilariously funny! You are "The Queen! of Practical Jokes.

When I told my husband that my RAGE had been triggered by Dr. Mercola's Joke... he erupted in laughter! He had quietly endured

(as usual) my RANT!  LOVE your humor!! "Lee1959 Joined On 9/13/2021 8:36:46 AM Add as Friend Send Message If someone

was upset that the article was an April Fool's joke, I was not one of them. I thought it was hilarious and sobering. I have been the

queen of playing April Fool's jokes on my husband for years. "
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Kassie
Joined On 9/21/2006 5:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The pranks you mention are harmless. I personally don't like when my spouse uses lies as humor, but to each their own. The

article posted here wasn't funny at all, and as someone who walks around horriVed at what is happening in truth all around us, I

really didn't need to wake up to that this morning.
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Rosehips
Joined On 12/12/2006 7:20:17 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m so glad this was an April Fool’s article; really had me until I got to the end. It is really believable though and something on the

horizon. Today, Bill Gates owns 242,000 acres of farmland in 19 states. In addition, he owns 25,750 acres of transitional land and 1,234

acres of recreational land for total land holdings of 268,984 acres. His largest holding is in Louisiana (69,071 acres), followed by

Arkansas (47,927 acres) and Arizona (25,750 acres).Aug 27, 2021. Makes me sick to even think of what that man is planning; hearing

his whiny voice as he plans his next genocide!
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lkr9114
Joined On 10/25/2020 8:53:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rosehips.. that man(?) makes me physically ill every time I hear his name. He’s got to go-to a place of Vre and brimstone. Dear

God save us.
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

all farmland in southern states. this might lead one to think that gates believes not in global warming (as he misleads people) but

global cooling (which will make his southern farmland more proVtable, in production or sale).
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Jimojo
Joined On 1/24/2009 3:24:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

C’mon man! You got me! Now I need to go make a burger to self sooth.
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Louise_B
Joined On 9/29/2020 6:40:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Things have gone so far that I actually believed this.
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lkr9114
Joined On 10/25/2020 8:53:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I totally believed it too. I was getting so angry. Ugh.
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This may happen eventually.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was waiting for the annual April Fool's joke. Meanwhile, I was thinking about how many of my friends and neighbors still have freezers

full of meat even though spring is approaching. Either because they are hunters, ranchers who raise their own beef, refugees neeing

tyrannical governments who have food stacked to the rafters because they never again want to go hungry...
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny thing, scientists in several countries have been working on reducing methane emissions from cows well before any reset

or Bill Gates dictating his fake food diet to increase value of his investments in these processed nightmares. Here's one 2021

article: Surf and Turf: "How Seaweed Helps Cows Become Better Climate Citizens" - -

time.com/.../seaweed-cows-methane-emissions
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dianelharrell
Joined On 7/20/2006 1:31:12 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Not an April Fools...an April warning

😕

. But I have faith that all our armed and angry ranchers would be an unstoppable force

🙂
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wwalkerware
Joined On 11/13/2009 2:05:29 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't be too sure about what the armed cattlemen may do. Do some "due diligence " on what the national cattlemen's association

and other meat producers associations stance on these matters is. You probably would be surprised, others of us...not so much.

 PS gates, etcetera aren't buying farmland looking for places to temporally park money...
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kev8395
Joined On 7/4/2013 5:50:39 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL. Started reading and then realised the date. Dr Mercola always puts out an April's Fool article every year but with a hint of truth in it,

warning what might be an April's Fool NOW...may be REALITY SOON. Well done, Dr M.
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Darzoum
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Evidence that The Great Reset is rapidly approaching can be seen in the recent decision by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration to

ban real meatheads, and if history is any indication, the same decision may be taken by other countries as well. The U.S. ban is slated to

take effect April 1, 2024.  The decision comes on the heels of repeated public appeals to the Western world by Bill Gates, who is such a

meathead he doesn’t realize this would signal his own demise. But such is his zeal for eugenics and depopulation that he overlooked

this programming glitch in his personal “software”… not the Vrst time. The ban against all meatheads has required legislators to craft a

legally binding deVnition of what was previously only a loosely deVned slang term.

The new deVnition includes anyone who uses their brain primarily for technocratic “problem solving” that does not take into

consideration any regard for humanity, nor does it account for any qualities or values they cannot physically isolate with their

instruments, such as may be found in beautiful art, inspiring music, enlightening literature or ennobling moral precepts. It is estimated

that the world meathead population—sometimes erroneously referred to as “elites”—is only a tiny percentage of the world’s people, and

yet the ban on meatheads is expected to yield immeasurable improvements in quality of life for everyone else, and may even “save the

planet.”
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A ha! I like what you've done there. Really, what gives me underlying joy in life is knowing I'll be around to see all these disgusting

monsters nail and die in their own traps --- or at least it inspires me to keep trying my hardest.
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Guillermou
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Yes David. The Great Reset glimpses a future of industrial agriculture and livestock in which authoritarian directives will only

allow the planting of crops that their experts consider "healthy" for humanity, when the alleged agricultural productivity supposes

the increase of fertilizers and pesticides that degenerate the land making it less productive, and alter the nitrogen cycle, creating

emissions of nitrous oxide, a powerful greenhouse gas, which aggravates our climate problem. Pesticides and fertilizers also

create dead zones in the ocean and threaten the survival of pollinators. That is to say, that the program that they seek to

conserve nature and the environment is a big lie, they only want to dominate agricultural and livestock production to satisfy their

greed and continue ruining and enslaving local producers in their monopolies.

The Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation promised Africa a "Green Revolution" to Vght hunger and poverty. It hasn't worked, but it

has increased proVts from corporate farming. Local farmers are left empty-handed and hunger is on the rise. The results are the

devastating results of AGRA for small farmers, in developing countries, with the sale of expensive inputs such as hybrid seeds

and synthetic fertilizers through agrochemical companies to put farmers into debt.
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Agricultural movements in Africa are calling for increased support for agroecology, an agricultural practice originating in the

Global South and pursued by millions of farmers around the world. Agroecology offers small farmers regenerative agriculture.

With COVID-19, a future of struggle is planned for the regeneration of agriculture and livestock on an international scale. In this

CHD report, Vandana Shiva rejects EAT's largest initiative called FReSH, which the organization describes as an effort to drive

food system transformation. Project partners include Bayer, Cargill, Syngenta, Unilever and even tech giant Google.

She objects to this misguided approach, because "all the science" shows that diets should focus on regional and geographic

biodiversity. She explained that “EAT's uniform global diet will be produced with Western technology and agricultural chemicals.

Imposing this on sovereign nations through multinational lobbying is what I call food imperialism.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/world-economic-forums-great-reset-..
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A law to outlaw meatheads like Gates? We can only hope. Great post! Shiva's got it right Gui, she spells it out for all those willing

to listen.
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Nice thoughts, David; but the same ones who do the "banning", will never banish themselves! They are the controllers of society.

The rest of us, are the controlled. The Great Reset is a perfect example. The restructuring of this society is coming at us faster

than a lightning strike and AFAICS, most people (the ones who are even aware of this coming evil) aren't taking this

transformation of the entire planet and people seriously enough! We are not talking about minor changes here. We are talking

about reinventing humanity and our environment. I keep seeing; by 2030; by 2050... Well; here's a newsnash for people...at the

rate we're going, I will be very surprised if this civilization makes it to the end of this decade. If people don't believe that this is a

very possible/probable scenario; then you just haven't been paying attention! Have you had a good look around you lately?
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Fisher153
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G, Your responses are generally spot on with the exception of the agw bias. like many other deceptions, global warming, ahem

"climate change", is a scare tactic with basis in false models and not reality. i share your concern over ecological pollution, but

co2 has greater restoration power than warming risk (and the greenhouse warming effect is welcome). the purveyors of agw

scares are nying around in personal jets, buying up islands despite the advertised Atlantis scenarios, and buying farmland in

WARM (not cold) climates. the evidence of deception is clear, and the reality is that cold weather results in more harmful virus

threats than warm. let the earth warm naturally, and we will farm GREENland again, preferably with biodynamic methods!
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Buddhii
Joined On 10/27/2020 2:36:40 PM
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All of you who can't take this very creative and perfectly executed joke are taking yourself too seriously and will not be able to survive

the future. Because the future is no joke and not a place for crybabies. You really need to toughen up and stop listening to the

mainstream programming sensitizing you to fear triggering.
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Country_Me
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EXACTLY!! Everyone upset by this article should direct their emotions to those that would really do this, those that are really

trying to take our freedoms away.
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Kassie
Joined On 9/21/2006 5:59:48 AM
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No, we took Dr. Mercola too seriously. He reached the right person if you found it amusing. I did not. Next year I will be better

prepared for this hilarity.
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clindesbcglobal
Joined On 7/2/2008 12:46:39 PM
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I grew up on a farm in OH and we raised and butchered our own beef and pork and smoked our own sausage and bacon. It was the best

of the best meat. We also raised our own chickens and a couple turkeys. I am borderline anemic and need the beef. I couldn't give blood

if I didn't eat enough beef and I have a much needed blood o+ I am 83 at this time with no medical conditions and have no prescription

meds. People with adverse reaction to beef must be eating locked up beef from locked up animals. Animals need the wide open spaces

to grow properly. When they would rest in the barn as a kid I use to polish their hooves with Pledge LOL and then I would get upset when

they got dirty again.LOL I would brush them and then polish hooves all the while talking to them like people. It must depend on the

quality of the beef because it certainly was good for me.
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Thanks for sharing that wonderful story. So cute about the Pledge! I can just picture it. Thanks for bringing a smile, especially

after reading that highly disturbing "joke."
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM
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My girlfriend's family raised their own meat and veggies - they ate lots of bread and drank like sailors - and those women lived

into their hundreds - so awesome, but speaks loud and clear to me that factory farms and the BS of adding antibiotics into

everything is harmful to humans :(
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I’m the same age with no prescriptions or medical conditions. Eating beef has kept me in excellent health.
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Good prank. Sadly, not for long. I calculate that by 2030 it will be illegal to eat beef, lamb, pork, or Vsh. No doubt, we hunter-gathers will

also face bans on killing the meats that Indigenous have fed on for tens of thousands of years, with no noticeable impact on climate.

People need to understand that these impositions are enabled by the cleverly planted idiology, designed by the British Empire's Foreign

Affairs Otce and propounded on-stage by Mohandas Gandhi, of "non-violent peaceful protest and demonstrations". And you have to

admit it, millions have been sucked in, especially the better educated (ie most-indocrinated).

More recently the addition to this doctrine "Nothing was ever solved by violence", which has been proved false by every victim who

turned on the bully, and every prospective victim of rape or assault, who turned the tables in self-defense; has any substance

whatsoever. The current crop of oppressors and killers are psychopaths and these people, by deVnition, cannot respond to peaceful

protest, or any other protest, except to feel intense gratiVcation from your self-imposed helplessness. There is nothing more

pleasurable for a psychopath than to see you grovel in appeal to his humanity. This is psychoporn, and yet most women are willing

victims as they sing bravely of victory on their way to the killing Velds. So sad. And yet HG Wells predicted this a century ago.
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The madman who cares nothing about human life except for his own and who knows nothing about health and nutrition is still

allowed to walk the Earth, killing people. Ultimately he will kill the Earth too with his geoengineering. The whole global warming

nonsense is mostly BS. He also knows nothing about science either, except maybe computer science.
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ghgnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM
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The largest impact on climate is the brainless removal of tree’s. Yet to be researched is the orbital shift and tilt caused by the

~7000 nuclear bomb’s detonated on and under the surface. “Every action has an equal and opposite reaction.” This does not

even consider the impact of the cracks caused by these mentally deVcient testing countries on the damage to our Mother Earth.

It is called Mother for a reason.
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Again…..there are 7 billion of us, and a handful of them. What’s the problem? If “we” let this happen, then “we” are committing suicide.

How stupid is that?
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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At least 2 billion are working for them. Not necessarily paid by the "system" but dumb enough to believe every word off the

television set. Another 3 billion are in denial anything weird is afoot. Out of the remaining 2 billion, at least half are too busy to do

anything. And the bad guys have literally all the wealth and power in the world. Not as easy as you'd think.
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mikehodge
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Hey Dr. Mercola, you got me on this one! I was starting to panic reading this article. We buy all of our meat from a local farm, and to

even think it to be banned is a huge wake up call. I hope that never comes true. Thank you for all you do.
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Yesterday MSM highlighted the reduction of small farms. This is not new, the subsidies given to large industrial farms has tilted the

playing Veld making the small farm unable to compete. Of course I am sure Bill is standing there with his $$ to buy them up. Wait until

he Vnishes his space umbrella to control the sunlight, that is not an April Fool nightmare, it is a real project. Want horror? Imagine Bill

Gates having control of what areas of the planet get sunlight, not good.
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Ya, true on both counts. If he's buying up farmland, he knows the old adage, "He who controls the food........" Ugh
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jamNjim
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This plot to kill mom-n-pop started with the Clinton Administration. If you recall, back in the 90's the FDA and CDC were creating

the fake pandemics of FOOD POISONING to change the landscape of farming. The Clinton Administration played it to their

advantage. The FDA put stricter laws in place for food safety that required unsustainable testing anywhere that cattle where

slaughtered and processed. The FDA couldn't meet their own testing requirements. They were going to have to triple in size just

to have enough inspectors to go to every slaughterhouse to test for pathogens and inspect their processes to ensure each

facility was following all the new food safety regulations.

This wasn't sustainable. Instead of admitting they created an unsustainable goal for food safety they FORCED the CLOSURE of all

the small/rural slaughterhouses. Most of these slaughterhouses were near large rural farms. You would have 4 or 5 farms of

1,000 to 3,000 acres in size each and they all used the local slaughterhouse. I grew up eating the beef from farms like this. The

slaughterhouse provided the beef for all the public schools, hospitals, restaurants, and grocery stores for a 50+ mile radius. The

navor/quality was phenomenal! With the FDA's inability to inspect all these rural slaughterhouses the Clinton Administration had

them shut down! This meant trucking the cattle for hundreds of miles to FDA Approved Slaughterhouses (Corporate Owned

Processing Plants)! These facilities would be located just outside of big cities like Houston, TX where they had enough land to

contain all of these huge shipments of cattle.

Many of these were on LEASED LAND! Tax payer Federal land was often used for the purpose of prestaging these cattle. That

was the birth of CAFO's! So now you switch the diet from mostly grass to 100% GRAINS! With cattle having a stomach designed

for fermenting it's food you get METHANE GAS being produced when you feed them a 100% grain diet! DUUH!
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jamNjim
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Back when this was happening I was so P'D off I couldn't see straight! I had just gotten over a near death experience caused by a

vegan diet and I was back to eating BEEF again. Overnight, the price of beef tripled and the quality of this more expensive beef

was HORRIBLE! The only way to get good beef was to go to those same local farmers that had their own slaughterhouse and go

in halves with someone else to buy half a cow. That required having a deep freezer and good vacuum sealer to prevent freezer

burn (more money). Looking back at this today, I suspect that they knew all along there wasn't any issue with

food-born-pathogens. That was an astroturVng event where you create a fake crisis in order to instill fear in the public.

This allows them to pass laws to monopolize on proVts (sounds very familiar doesn't it?). After they successfully shut down all

the small/privately owned slaughterhouses they saw an INCREASE in food-born illnesses! It is obvious why. You now have cattle

eating/drinking/peeing/pooping all over themselves with a grain based diet and you wonder why food born illnesses went up

instead of down? News nash! This was the plan from the get-go. Shut down proVtable/healthy rural farms so you can create an

ecological disaster we know of as CAFO's. This sets the stage for shutting down all cattle farming and opens the door for LAB

GROWN MEAT! The saddest part of all of this is that the public and the PRESS pressured the FDA to explain why food-born

illnesses/diseases went up instead of down after all of the safety measures that the FDA put in place during the 90's.

They had several outbreaks in the late 90's and early 2000's of E-coli infections that they blamed on beef. So they did a

root-cause-analysis to Vgure out what was causing these outbreaks. They concluded that there never was a beef problem. They

turned the blame on LETTUCE sourced from MEXICO! It was legitimate! So did they reverse all of the decisions that destroyed

beef? NOOOO!
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JamNJim … I felt its effects starting back in the 50’s. Everything is guided in a controlled direction … freedom of choice is

diminishing. Maybe it was the preconcept’s of the FDA that put an end to the dinosaur.
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM
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like a planetary shield per tony "ironman" stark. unfortunately disney is in on the planetary deceptions, too. do not understimate

disney's conditioning /brainwashing of young people with the power of suggestion to want the Ironman planetary shield.  to

prevent harm, of course.
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Moira88
Joined On 4/1/2022 3:08:11 AM
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This was a mean spirited April Fool’s prank. Given the politics at the moment, people are very stressed out and much more likely to

believe a story like this.
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Well said. Thank you.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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What, are they giving away free beer here today at Mercola? Rapidly approaching 200 comments well before noon. Nice to see the party

atmosphere here barring the few humorless been-jaded-for-too-long who stepped in the annual joke. And yet the line between reality

and fantasy continues to blur as the joke could potentially could be on us. While we're enjoying a good laugh one contributor here

reports that the manmade climate change narrative is alive and well in the EU, including those criminal cows. During the plandemic I've

been advocating locally for kids but I'm thinking of adding those bovine beauties to my activist roster. IMO cows in pastures should

have been written into our constitution. Leave the beef alone. Instead ban the FDA and EU and UN and NATO and, and, and . . . . . . . . .
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Kassie
Joined On 9/21/2006 5:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Party atmosphere? I hear very little laughter.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 11:08:57 PM
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fvtomasch
Joined On 3/11/2017 7:33:24 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All the hot air the politicians spew out of their mouths 24/7 is the true cause of global warming. Each and every day billions of tons of

methane leave their bodies causing the melting of polar ice caps. If you need proof just watch the news and see how people sweat in

the same room the politicians are in.
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes, fvtomasch, the atrocities that the globalist elite is carrying out against the health of the planet is the real cause of global

warming and the multiplication of diseases. In this book, "The planet belongs to everyone" Vandana Shiva confronts the

Billionaires Club Gates, Buffett, Zuckerberg and other modern "moguls", whose blindness to the rights of people and the

destructive impact of their construction of linear progress, They have wreaked havoc all over the world. Their determined pursuit

of proVt has undemocratically imposed uniformity and external control over Vnances, food, energy, information, health care, and

even relationships.

Basing his analysis on little-known and explosive facts, Shiva exposes the 1% model of philanthro-capitalism, which consists of

deploying irresponsible money to circumvent democratic structures, disrupt diversity and impose totalitarian ideas based on One

Science, One Agriculture and One History. . Vandana Shiva calls for the "revival of real knowledge, real intelligence, real wealth,

real work, real well-being", so that people can claim their right to: Live free. Think freely. Breathe free. Eat free. In this CHD report.

Shiva rejects EAT's largest initiative called FReSH, which the organization describes as an effort to drive food system

transformation.

Project partners include Bayer, Cargill, Syngenta, Unilever and even tech giant Google. She objects to this misguided approach,

because "all the science" shows that diets should focus on regional and geographic biodiversity. She explained that “EAT's

uniform global diet will be produced with Western technology and agricultural chemicals. Imposing this on sovereign nations

through multinational lobbying is what I call food imperialism.

childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/world-economic-forums-great-reset-..
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Snaggly
Joined On 5/13/2020 7:11:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sad, very sad but we know one day it will be true. Our entire livelihood stems around meat production in the area where we live. CAFOS,

mega farms, transportation, packing houses, chemical farming. And if you check deep down most people are supported by large

agricultural. You think you don’t but look again, look as far as what you wear and what you use to clean your body, or the items in your

home, the car you drive, the tv you watch or the phone you hold in your hand. Something you have has came from mega agriculture or

the byproduct.

Or how about the people that support your line of business. Granted mega Ag could clean up their game, but talk about shutting down

our economy and unemployment, shut off all meat production in the US and look at a country that would be devastated. Wow. Our

county has close to 5000 citizens. 99% would be out of a job and homeless within 6 months. Same with 100 out of 108 counties in our

state. Where are we going to go? The big cities to live on the streets and demand better conditions.

Those of you who live in city and think you are saving the environment are you going to open your home to those us needing a home?

Probably not. We eat pastured grass fed meats and don’t use chemicals on our small farm. We are a minority, but our basic income

comes from mega Ag. Shut off meat and our family is unemployed Not a very funny article. We have a tough enough time paying the

bills we don’t need fake articles noating around the internet giving politicians and greenies ideas.
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RampagingManatee
Joined On 5/15/2021 1:16:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

LOL! Ya got me! I'll post my rage comment anyway: I, Rampaging B. Manatee hereby declare the FDA null and void retroactive a couple

etng decades. How do you like that? :D
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Sy_price
Joined On 2/22/2021 1:15:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Got me!
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cathilia
Joined On 4/1/2022 11:00:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sheesh! Know your audience! People who follow you are already at their breaking point. This article made me go to very dark places.

You could have made your point in much more effective ways. I am now questioning the validity of everything else you say. This signals

you are out if touch and lacking some common sense. I think I’ll look for another health leader who doesn’t abuse their followers for

sport.
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markuzick
Joined On 3/16/2013 5:05:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unfortunately, your April Fools prank, crazy as it is, is not even 10% as bizarre as the insanity we lately are forced to endure. If the

shocking events and suicidal behaviors of the people we had thought of as family; friends; co-workers; and neighbors has not already

given us sutcient warning, then this possible future news scenario will certainly not do so.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Most of what's in that article, is already FACT! The 'fact' is that our "reality" is being altered, each day. The masses (including

many who profess to be awake) have absolutely no idea of how close we are to the total demise of this civilization! If they can't

even understand that the 'covid' nanobot shot has already begun reprogramming the DNA (altering the genetic code) of billions

of people; then they don't understand much of anything. The proverbial frog is heating up fast!
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

At this point I'm glad to have those toxic, horrible people out of my life forever. I no longer care if they die.
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ry91362
Joined On 4/6/2015 9:56:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WTF!? It’s not even four in the morning. I just woke up and read this and thank goodness I read to the end because I was trying to Vgure

out how I was going to feed my cat after 2024. He was getting a cat food that uses a seed oil as the fat (Tiki Cat) and he tolerated it for

awhile, but then his body starting rejecting it. He was getting sick from even tiny amounts of just that brand, because he is an obligate

carnivore and wasn’t designed to run on seed oil. I can switch to a completely plant based diet if I have to, but he can’t. So I’m sitting

here at four in the morning (not even) picturing myself having to hunt small wild game just to feed my cat. His hunting skills would not

be enough to keep him alive, he’s only allowed out in a small enclosure, and he can’t seem to Vgure out how to eat a kill, he just licks

them and looks at me like I should cut the meat off the bones and put it in his dish.

So here I am, in my Vrst waking moments, picturing myself actually doing that in order to feed my overly domesticated cat. He’s lost his

natural skills as a hunter and his ability to fend for himself, but he cannot be made into anything less than an obligate carnivore — so if

real meat is made illegal then it will not just be humans who will be sickened by that. What a fun thought Vrst thing in the morning!
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ghgnn
Joined On 2/9/2016 7:51:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It was nothing more than a slap to make sure we remained in reality and not wander off to the comfort twilight zone.
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Kassie
Joined On 9/21/2006 5:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don't come here to be slapped. He's preaching to the choir, the people on this forum are already awake. I too got up in the wee

hours of the morning, with my brother dying and all manner of California bullshit on my mind, and this very unfunny article

actually nauseated me. Totally unnecessary. But hey, it's my fault for taking it too seriously, even though I'm pretty certain this is

actually going to happen. So ha ha.
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rplende
Joined On 2/1/2021 4:00:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They will do nothing that the Majority disallows them to do.
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I would had never thought the majority would had been for these mandates, either. When the majority is wrong we have to speak

up even more to try to wake them up.
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

except steal elections, sell drugs and illegal weapons, build bioweapon labs, take away personal freedoms in the name of health

and/or the environment, overthrow functional govts... point- it is happening and the majority has been silenced, or at least

reduced to harmless protest. hence, dr mercola's articles still have the 48 hour expiration. free speech and health freedom IS

being squashed because people believed everything they read from the deceivers. just saw substack notice. not a total victory

for free speech, but at least the content is available!
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Stephjask
Joined On 10/23/2015 8:00:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well, that certainly got my attention! A joke for now, but how long before it becomes reality. Not long, methinks.
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harvardmom
Joined On 1/7/2008 7:48:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well funny to some of you, but I'm on the side of the fence that it was not appropriate. LIES ARE OKAY NOW FROM DR. MERCOLA??? !!!

I'm really SHOCKED! April fool's is no excuse to lie and set people up. There is a principle you violated if you say you are providing the

truth, per your motto on your front page, and then you lie. It has nothing to do with the subject. (Although I was ready to throw up the

more I read!) Are we to guess each article from here out is truth or a lie? Maybe "Truth or dare"! I will be spending my reading time on

others I feel are still trustworthy.

My time is precious and so are my emotions. I can turn to the fake media if I wanted this. I have been on your website for nearly 2

decades. You just lost me, and trust me, it's YOUR loss to lose those who were were loyal to you. I felt bad when you were censored, lost

everything, threatened, Geeze, I'm done! I will never understand what possesed you to do this. Perhaps the cabal has really gotten to

you. And regarding the subject, I don't even like meat.
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vco1448
Joined On 4/15/2014 6:17:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I know, April Fool’s. Good one!! 

😂
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tomboy
Joined On 3/4/2010 11:29:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

that is not funny, even on april fools
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It is high time we just abolish the FDA. Not only are they worthless shills, they actually do more harm than good. And why the heck

should we listen to Gates? Talk about connict of interest, he stands to make billions if meat is replaced with the synthetic crud, then

billions more when consumers get sick off of the stuff and need to turn to Gates' Pharmaceuticals for help! Instead of teaching critical

race theory and gender identity to students, maybe we should just teach them how to think!!! (I know, it's just part of the Great Reset

agenda)
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maxxon
Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I watched a documentary about J.D. Rockefeller the other day. All I can say is his mother should have visited a Planned

Parenthood Chop Shop back then.
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ScanKat
Joined On 1/9/2021 11:28:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

CDC,CIA,FBI,HHS. All need to go if we want our freedom back. Before it is too late. The digital dollar and tracking will be the end

of us all.
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jdrose199
Joined On 7/21/2009 7:04:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My daughter is vegan she has pushed this on her children and husband. I do not agree with it. I have eaten this type of food I do not

care for it some it is not so bad, but they are going to force people who cannot have soy or should not eat soy to eat something harmful

to them. I also understand that meat is not the same as it use to be. As far as methane goes the whole human population releases it so

we are next. I am 70 this year and in all of my years, I have NEVER seen things so out of wack.
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zparkie2
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:41:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

These scumbags wrecking your way of life all should hang for treason. These scumbags are not going to control my life, screw them all.

I live on a farm, we eat our chickens we raise, and the eggs from them, we eat steaks from cows, we eat venison from the deer we shoot

and we shoot wild pigs for meat, MEAT!!!!! Screw them brainless, clueless ignorant idiots who are radical mentally retarded scums. I will

eat meat till the day I die and will remove all teeth with my Vst to anyone that is going to try to change that, it may be something more

powerful than my Vst, The scums have to be stopped and I only see one way to stop these insane fools. I double dare someone come

here and stop us. Better come with an army.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

All men will have man boobs if Gates gets his way. Saw a pic of him recently on in some tropical destination and I swear he is

transitioning or maybe he is consuming too much synthetic meat.
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zparkie2
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:41:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates needs to be indicted and thrown in prison for a long long time for this *** he is doing, it is not for the good of humanity

and that in itself is enough to round the guy up and but him in a cage and stop his madness, Look at the video from when he went

before congress how he shakes his head and acts all retarded, the guy is sick as they come.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gatesy doesn't eat what he tries to force on the commoners. He also doesn't jab like the masses either.
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Pixielou
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:19:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or the effects of his COVID vaccines ... oh, yeah he won't let any of his family be vaccinated.
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The soy guzzling mandink eater is a freaking reptilian!
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates eats real meat. He wants US to eat the fake meat. Meat/dairy/soy/BPA/chemicals/own fat/The Pill/baby formula/nax

may make people estrogen dominant and gender confused. Man breasts maybe due to low Vit B1 and estrogen in the food etc..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 5:14:25 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Or maybe he's just an effeminate putz.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 7:46:52 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

balhawk
Joined On 12/11/2009 3:56:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For one of the foremost self-proclaimed health experts in the world, he doesn't look very healthy. Maybe he actually believes the

crap he pushes is good!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 10:18:11 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

cjagen009
Joined On 2/7/2012 11:05:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm more concerned by the number of people that actually believed this article to be true. My BS meter went off immediately without

recognizing the date. Lighten up folks! I think you're falling way down the rabbit hole.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 7:50:12 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

jennifermcdermott
Joined On 10/5/2015 8:59:28 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My heart was in my throat and not because I was eating it!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 7:24:35 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

reedburchgmail.com
Joined On 1/19/2022 8:30:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The FDA has no authority to ban meat. Biden and company are attempting to implement their agenda by regulation. I am calling BS.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 7:22:27 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There are enough extremists out there that would love to make this happen, banning meat. It could happen and if it did who cares

who made it happen other than trying to stop who or whatever it is behind it.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 9:10:49 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The reason Bill Gates is doing this has nothing to do with climate change. He is a failed vegetarian (like me). He gave up animal

proteins in an attempt to create a healthier lifestyle/diet with improved biometric scores and it backVred! He's capitalizing on his

experience, knowing there will be others like him that can't live on a plant based diet and he will be there with a solution: FAKE MEAT! I

did the same thing in my 20's and it backVred so bad I had a heart attack at age 29. From age 23 to 25 I did vegetarian. When that failed

to improve my biometrics I went 100% VEGAN! That did nothing but cause me to be put on prescription meds like Prednisone

(Psoriasis), Crestor (cholesterol), Methyldopa (Blood Pressure), Ambien (sleep disorders/melatonin deVciency), Prozac (serotonin

deVciency), prescription Vit-D, Loratadine (I had major allergies), Diprolene (eczema and psoriasis topical treatment), and Coumadin

(blood thinner).

After the heart heart attack I threw in the towel and went back to eating meat. It helped that I found a REAL doctor that thinks like Dr.

Mercola and helped cure me of the vegie-diet-good/meat-diet-bad BRAINWASHING! Bill Gates had a similar outcome when he went

zero animal fat/protein and like me, he had to go back to eating meat just to keep from dying.

That's where he got the idea of developing the fake meats. He is part of the globalist that want to brainwash the world and convince

everyone the only one way to save the world is go all electric, eat mostly vegies, and the only animal protein you can have will be

synthetic. Sorry Charley! Fake Meat is for Idiots! I'll go catch my own REAL meat in the woods or the water. No one will force me to eat

fake food. It's been nearly 30 years since I went back to eating a mostly meat diet and it's been 30 years since I had the nu. I have not

taken any of those prescription meds since 1996. Just walk away from the medical system!
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Jam, you can get paid to harvest your own meat in Texas! Hill county is offering $10 a tail for every ferrel hog you kill. Just

search for *bounty*hogs*hill county texas* and you will get several hits! The situation is so bad that hogs now outnumber all the

other wild game species in TX. They claim the hogs are intruding public and residential areas now. They are even attacking

children and eating people's pets. They compete for the same food that deer and other native wildlife depend on. There's no

requirement for killing these animals except having a legal/registered Vrearm and a hunting license. I believe the bounty program

ends in June. Several counties have similar hog population programs going, but Hill county is paying the most per tail right now.
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ababab1
Joined On 7/28/2021 6:00:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A lot of those hogs are shot and never collected. They carry a disease that doesn't affect humans, is deadly to wildlife and pets

but can easily be cooked out. Why isn't this being sold as free range pork and sold at a premium?
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defcon1776
Joined On 9/21/2021 7:01:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

**slowly recaps the tar and closes the bag of feathers**
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

:) hehe
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deanna125
Joined On 9/15/2010 2:10:37 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What was obviously the onion years ago would no longer work today. The onion could not make up these headlines.
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Retsbew
Joined On 7/26/2009 1:31:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

madashellnews.com/2022/03/31/dr-reiner-fuellmich-issues-emergency-warn..  Dr. Reiner Fuellmich Issues Emergency Warning: The

Dollar has Reached the End of the Line. (40 mins. with Alex Jones with Dr. Fuellmich).
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I stopped watching Jones last week after I found out he folded and offered to pay the terrorists $150k each from the FAKE sandy

hook false nag. He is a paid shill for the fake Jew khazarian maVa.
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otis101
Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Retsbew, thanks for the link to this very important update by Dr. Reiner Fuellmich. IMHO Dr. Fuellmich and his

Corona-Investigative-Committee is the major player in stopping the so-called great reset. He is not shy about saying

depopulation and killing off about 80% is in the globalist plan. He says they confuse, disorient, and distract us. They want to

make people so disoriented that they will believe anything. The Ukraine war is their latest distraction. We need to get the truth

out and set up parallel systems. corona-investigative-committee.com
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Awakenings11
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:40:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We could do Solvent Green and start with Bill B Gates.
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roadmaster
Joined On 1/7/2022 7:48:50 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hahahaha! Ya really had us going, there, Doc! Totally believable, though, knowing the bastids' evil plans.... Excuse me, while I go take

some anti-blood boiling medicine.
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DeeCee2
Joined On 8/14/2021 8:57:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If there are any practicing Wiccans among the readers, is it possible to put a spell on Mr. Gates and take him out of action?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No need, his fav. drink during the day is "diet" coke.
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mikies
Joined On 7/18/2009 11:08:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I will enjoy when Bill Gates gets nambeed and served to those who seek justice.
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donald12
Joined On 4/24/2011 10:31:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates ,FDA Impossible meats Are The Causes Of STARVATION,CORRUPTION And DEFIANCE By The Majority Of People Time To Rid

The World Of These Wanna Be Dictators Once And For All Of Humanity! Take Your (RESET) And Put It Where The SUN Doesn't Shine!
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fanofjesus
Joined On 1/3/2012 1:41:39 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

when the elites/globalists have forced fake food and only bicycle-riding on the public, the elites/globalists will still be eating real food

and nying around and driving as much as they want. what a racket........
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Garwood1
Joined On 12/23/2021 10:55:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This post is propagating on the web as fact! It is a War of the Worlds event! Who will get us Vrst -- the Martians or Bill Gates?
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RickShafer
Joined On 10/27/2021 3:43:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Had me going. Couldn't believe it.
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ISpeakCat
Joined On 8/17/2019 11:07:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

RANDYFAST, The fact that a meat ban could happen (although it can't), is unrelated to writing a long article full of some true factual info

and then saying Gothcha, April Fools. This web site is open to the entire world, not just Mercola groupies. I've been a sincere Mercola

groupie for 20 years but do not appreciate taking his words to heart, saving the Vle and starting to print it out, while still Vnishing up

reading to the end. But it is not about me - my concern is for the majority of people who read the headline and the initial Article at a

Glance, and for them, the article is nothing but extreme disinformation.

Today, April 2, the article is still up, no disclaimer until the very end. Mercola should have just told the truth - "The following article is an

opinion of what he thinks Could happen.  Why couldn't it happen?  Because money rules the world and cow business makes trillions of

dollars. So does all polluting industry. Bill Gate's opinion is second to proVt, in the real world. But even considering what Bill Gates

says...Since when does the food industry in any way renect what is healthy or in the best interest of the planet? So no, fake meat

notwithstanding, cows are not going anywhere.
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The truth is Kill Gates needs to be dealt with NOW! That pyschopath has ZERO right to tell us what to eat and what not to eat! The FDA

as with all the government bully "agencies" need to be crushed.....
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Suzicreamcheese
Joined On 8/5/2012 10:44:32 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Regarding how dangerous bovine or other ruminants' farts are, to the climate and environment, as per the self-proclaimed eco-savant

Bill Gates...I wonder why, way back before humans started factory farming with all the overloads of toxicity it both produces and also

demands (re feed production), vast herds of ruminants roamed the planet farting their way through their entire lives, eating grasses ,

enriching the soils over which they passed with their dung, and yet the environment was thriving??? Habitats were varied and many.

Global warming came and went over the centuries and life for humans and all other creatures on Earth managed very well to stay alive

and keep going for thousands upon thousands of years.

Surely herds so vast, (many more ruminants than exist these days) as history and research has told us, must have caused damage to

the environment that would show up in fossil and other records? As an alternative solution to lab grown meat, which is Bill Gates

solution to factory farming, we could allowed ruminants to be wild, to roam as they did in past times and we could go out and hunt when

we feel we need meat. So much easier to maintain, no build up of sludge runoff from keeping the animals in one place, which toxiVes

the ground water. No having to grow GMO crops as feed, with all the pesticides and synthetic fertilisers' that have killed off all the

micro-organisms in our mono-cultured soils.

No need for anti-biotics. No responsibility for keeping the animals safe, let nature take care of that as it did in the past with great

success. We'd just need to keep them away from our gardens, but we have the tech for that if needed. Fewer people would eat too much

meat, unhealthy. Hard work to hunt...healthy exercise. It would make Bill Gates happy, re-wilding etc. It would also please woke

youngsters to some extent. We could re-introduce ruminants' natural predators if we proved too lazy to hunt much. Imagine

possibilities, those are some of mine.
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suniowerjanis
Joined On 5/17/2014 4:50:34 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Had me going!! APRIL'S FOOL!!  So glad i did NOT forward this onto others.  Can you imagine the panic i would have set off?  Truth is

though, that the globalists cabal is looking at trying to do this.  Only time will tell. For the time-being, i should Vnd myself a good source

of beef other than the chain stores.
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Dunromin
Joined On 9/8/2011 12:01:44 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1 Timothy 4:1-3 ???
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catladyjan
Joined On 11/17/2021 6:16:49 AM
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Thank you for that reminder. I looked up the verse....spot on! God bless you
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Fake food for fake people and real food for real people. Logical enough.
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vco1448
Joined On 4/15/2014 6:17:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hahahahahahhahah! Ya got me doc! Up until the “April 1, 2024. I said hey that’s April Fools Day! Wait, today is April Fools Day! 

😂😂😂

Thank you for doing what you do! And that’s no joke! 

🤗
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OrganicHawaii.org
Joined On 3/26/2020 6:24:27 PM
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haha! :) every joke has a little truth in it (maybe even a lot!)
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Raydawn
Joined On 8/25/2014 9:18:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

WOW!! I've been devastated since I Vrst read this April Fools article. I feed my dogs meat as their primary foods source . Of course I eat

meat also. I'm so relived to have read the notice . I made a copy of the article to show it to friends and family. It took reading the article

twice until I saw the notice. Yes, Anything is possible. As a matter of fact I read something similar to this article about a year ago but

haven't heard about it again. We must stop this evil now.
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farmercist
Joined On 8/6/2007 8:53:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"cell-based meat, grown from real animal cells"  Comes from stem cells of aborted calves.
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Nicole.74
Joined On 11/19/2014 2:23:06 PM
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Oh, thank goodness - what day is today, hmm?
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FNU_LNU
Joined On 11/16/2020 9:53:56 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The amount of methane coming form the worlds Oceans makes beef Methane statistically insigniVcant. The Canard that CO2 is

creating global warming is a falsehood becoming harder to push because CO2 is the single most important factor to all plant life on this

planet more CO2 more agricultural production - so methane has been pulled form the Warmest sidelines to again "Play to Hysteria of

warming fears" by injecting another false narrative".  The FDA does not have science to validate their claims The FDA's is overreach to

support Bill Gates and Klaus Schwab proVteering on worlds food supply to subjugate mankind and suggests Bribery and Corruption in

the FDA like never before.
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Shasha
Joined On 5/10/2007 4:23:27 PM
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They just ok a factory farm in WI. Factory farms came from China? They banned free range chickens...no sunlight now which helps their

immune system and fresh air. The "left" is trashing America for the fun of it to push their New World order agenda. They want to change

everything...words/gender/genetically modify people/animals/plants/block the sunlight/use GMO and Roundup. Trash the

fuel/food/schools/weather/protection as they let out criminals and nood the nation with new people. They trash health to kill off 80% of

the population. Meat helps with Zn/B vitamins/iron/protein/collagen etc. Fake meat maybe GMO corn/GMO soy with Roundup and have

no beneVts of meat.

Lab grown meat from stem cells may have bacteria contamination. The Amish people are smart/wise/connected to God and know how

to take care of themselves. They are killing the life in the oceans/ponds with Chem trails/plastic/other pollution/radiation/over Vshing.

Even dancing is more robotic and is ushering in AI. Meat/coffee/cigarettes/eating like people did a long time ago, seem to be keeping

my mom healthy in old age. Remove the meat and a big change may happen to everyone. They maybe low in Vit B12/collagen etc and

energy maybe low. The body/brain need saturated fat not just coconut nakes. Vegetarians may eat that way since they have not Vgured

out the real issue which maybe gluten.

Mushrooms may help for protein/beta glucan/Vit D and help the immune system. Factory farms abuse/torture/use growth

hormone/drugs/antibiotics...destroy the health of the animals and eventually people. The animals need sunlight/need to be with their

family and not die young. They need exercise and be free from all abuse. It is NOT climate change, but weather warfare/weather

manipulation from the "left" to pretend it is climate change. It is NOT Global warming, but they are bringing the

storms/noods/tornadoes/hurricanes/droughts/hot/cold with the weather manipulation. Corruption. Bill Gates makes many decisions

for us.
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mlredmond
Joined On 1/29/2011 4:48:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Sadly, this is a result of a gradual change in foods that support real health. They have to grow in the minerals of the soil, they have to eat

the grass and graze in the sun from healthy production of food. We are gradually being led to a life that does not support and supply the

nutrients necessary for sanity , health, and a life in reality. We need real food to supply a real body, we are not imitations therefore

imitation food is not the answer. However, It might not be an April fools, article for the future. If you do not buy the imitation food there

is no market and the owners will not want to make what does not sell. They will go broke, from the boycotting,
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Awakenings11
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:40:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates needs to removed to off planet or get another life instead of ruining peoples lives here. This is not necessary to not eat meat.

He needs some courses in geology, metaphysics and so on.
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pietrmi
Joined On 10/26/2020 8:27:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very good Dr. Mercola; my Vrst thought was to buy a cow hahahahahah
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mjfdc
Joined On 6/19/2006 2:02:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well written April Fools joke. At Vrst glance of the title I thought it was a prank, but kept reading and was getting a bit scared, lol! Whew,

good one Doc!
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big47846
Joined On 5/10/2021 8:03:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

1766/PURGE COMING SOON! It is time that the evil satan worshipers are exterminated from the face of the Earth.
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MMaster
Joined On 8/14/2021 1:37:23 AM
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For the FDA to ban real meat would be a joke.
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Jharris2020
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One guess who will not be eating fake food.
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plastictekkie
Joined On 12/28/2008 5:01:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I searched the FDA website for nearly two hours, because I suspected something was wrong with this article. There was no reference to

support the claim! Then, as I scrolled down to leave this comment, I found the truth: April fool! But the FDA website IS WORSE THAN AN

APRIL FOOLS JOKE. The Vrst thing that hits you is a full screen ad to GET YOUR COVID SHOT NOW, with link to Vnd the closest place to

do that. Then the GMO education link, claiming over and over that GMO food is good and safe. Then explaining how they will AI to

conduct inspections. The number of current recalls amazed me, even tho I had been a former FDA Inspector and had some insights.

Then I read a bit more of the article, but got sidetracked while calculating that for every HOUR Bill Gates jet nies, it produces the

equivalent greenhouse has emissions of 31 beef steers in their ENTIRE LIFETIME. In one article, Gates also said that it will likely take

some regulation to make his fake meat successful. That's scary, too. Thanx for the joke. It encouraged me to do a bit of research that I

would not have done otherwise.
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM
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Broadband International Legal Action Network is warning about what appears to be an attempt to bypass constitutional rights of

individuals in the Los Angeles County while granting immense (and perhaps illegal) power to the telecoms. A very dangerous precedent

that could spread like a cancer. Constitutional Rubicon Crossed in Los Angeles County " Los Angeles County Otce of Regional

Planning is recommending amendments to two County Codes, Title 16 and Title 22, that will dramatically accelerate the densiVcation of

small cell and macro tower wireless facilities in the County. The proposed amendments are designed to codify post hoc illegal practices

that are already being implemented in the County.

If the L.A. County Board of Supervisors passes the ordinance amendments in its July 2022 meeting, the consequences for Los Angeles

County and throughout California by this negative precedent will be disastrous:"

www.bbilan.org/blog/2022-03-25-la-county-regional-planning-hearing  2) From Olle Johansson re a streamed discussion that is now

available online.  "Time for a new Loving Life TV episode, from the recent Tuesday, March 29, 2022, this time focussed on the functional

impairment electrohypersensitivity. Meet the host, Scott Balson, and his guests Tracy-Lee Dorny, Alwyn Lewies, Mandy Benecke, and

myself.

(I promise you nearly two hours of very important renections and discussions, also touching on more general adverse health and

biological effects of artiVcial electromagnetic Velds, such as from cell phone systems, WiFi, and other wireless [or wired] gadgets.)"

lovinglifetv.com/live-computers-mobile-phones-electronic-gadgets-and-t..  3) Ericsson, which is a major player in the 5G network

building effort in both the US and Canada, is accused of using unscrupulous and dangerous tactics to get its network built in Iraq years

ago. Should Rogers be partnering with a company like this? https://www.er
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tallulah3
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mrrobb maybe California will have it’s last earthquake soon and will fall into the ocean
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mrrobb
Joined On 6/15/2011 2:41:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A cluster of brain cancers, at least some of which are glioblastomas, in a town in New Jersey. Some were diagnosed many years

ago and some fairly recently. Glioblastomas are tumors associated with cell phone use and exposure to RF radiation in studies by

experts such as Dr. Hardell. ( bioinitiative.org/cell-phone-radiation-study-conVrms-cancer-risk/  )The environmental exposure

causing such tumors can be very hard to identify due to the prolonged latency period. The victim in the article, an environmental

scientist, states that the only cause for this tumor is ionizing radiation.

Of course he is wrong. But it seems unlikely that there were cell towers on or near the school in the early 90s when many of the

victims attended. A real, truly horrible mystery. If I learn more about this, I will share.  Former resident says 65 people who either

attended or worked at a N.J. high school have had rare brain tumors "Lupiano, an environmental scientist, said he has conVrmed

65 cases of people with rare brain tumors, adding the common denominator is they were all Colonia High School graduates or

had worked there. Lupiano was diagnosed 20 years ago and said he still suffers lingering issues.

He started researching a connection when other family members were diagnosed with the same extremely rare tumor on the left

side of the brain.  "Fast forward to August of last year. My sister received the news she had a primary brain tumor, herself.

Unfortunately, it turned out to be stage 4 glioblastoma. Two hours later, we received information that my wife also had a primary

brain tumor," Lupiano said."  www.cbsnews.com/news/al-lupiano-65-people-nj-high-school-brain-tumors/
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Shihtsu
Joined On 4/1/2022 12:52:15 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This gives some idea why we are quickly perishing.  Druid (Knowers of Trees) Priests were called “Old Fools” and mocked Jesus by

riding Hobby Horses into Congregations dressed as Old Testament prophets; on Judgment Day, they will wish they hadn’t. Pulling

Pranks on one another originated with Jesus being sent on “Fool’s Errands”; mock Jesus and Judgment will not be pleasant.    Dr

Mercola, do not be a mocker!   theresnothingnew.com/.../april-fools-day
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gpn6349
Joined On 10/18/2021 11:15:36 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You got me, hahaha. I was boiling mad until I reach the April Fool's notice at the end of the article.  This was better than Orson Welle's

"War of the Worlds". I hope people take the time to read it through to the end. :-)
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ScanKat
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The HightWire highlighted the tyrannical laws CA is trying to push through to make the mandate BS law that they can pull out whenever

they like. There is a group Vghting back. Will see. This is beyond madness at this point. The viral myths needs to be exposed for what it

is and the rest will collapse on itself. Are we strong enough America to see the truth or do we want to give away what little freedom we

have left? time will tell. Read The Moth in The Iron Lung by Forest Maready. The Viral scam goes way back.
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Joined On 2/17/2018 4:04:30 PM
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True some Aprils Fools jokes have come to reality in some way or another, however they were believable. Yes Bill Gates is a little reptile

man had is buying up farm land all over the U.S. along with his Chi-Com comrades. But beef will never go away. The April Fools jokes

were on much smaller levels and the beef industry is expanding into non-feed lot farms. Experts all over the world are pushing for

everyone to get off grains, fruits and veggies because the extremely high level of toxins in them. KETO and Carnivore is how you heal

your body, more-so Carnivore. SO Natural meats are not going anywhere. If anything, it will be the plant based foods that are going

under.
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The real problem with government bureaus is the lack of our ability to Vre them. It has been stated that at least four bureau people in

the FDA have connicts of interest with the people producing the vaccines. I do not see anyone asking them to resign.  I do not see any

effective effort to Vre them from the job. Yet in any other kind of job, that would have all ready happened with the mounting evidence of

what is actually in the shots given. Again the sources of this mounting evidence have to be conVrmed. IN my humble opinion, these

bureau people probably need to be charged and put in jail.

Any time any bureau becomes so complicated law wise that it might take a lifetime to even know what the laws say, then said bureaus

have become unconstitutional under discrimination law. It then becomes an issue as to why our court system leads with a blind eye

concerning these bureaus. And that leads to a connict of interest of those over those court systems in the Congress itself.  A question

in which the media also produces a blind eye to connicts of interest within the contribution of re-election funds provided by the very

people that need to be corrected.

Oliver Wendel Holmes(probably wrongly spelled) said that the court system must maintain the "appearance" of justice. Otherwise it will

eventually fail and be replaced. Our once great institution of journalism has failed us. It is bought and paid for by a small group of very

wealthy individuals. That also must be broken up. Until any of this happens, this country is going down very fast.
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The real problem is that most American's do not realize we live in a monarchy . The Bureaus run the entire government and have

for close to 30 years. " it's a Republic if you can keep it'. We gave it away a long time ago. President Eisenhower tried to warn us.

We ignored it and now we pay the price. Medical and military rule. FDA FBI CIA CDC HHS all scams that hold all the power no

matter who we elect.
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Joined On 8/30/2019 8:16:08 AM
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OH YOU GOT ME!  I just said.. this is April fool's day, this could be just a joke... but you had me going!
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Joined On 2/22/2016 3:30:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Someone I was visiting was going to try the Beyond Meat product. They cooked it as a burger patty. First it did not smell like meat

cooking at all. Second as just a plain piece it tasted like a piece of warm wet cardboard. It was awful and I am not a fussy eater. I eat to

live not the other way around. Even putting a slice of onion and some ketchup wasn't going to make it taste like meat. I will guarantee

you that Mr. Population Control isn't eating this crap. But the rest of us should to save the globe for him and his disgusting ilk. I've been

making a better tasting meatless product for years. If I'm lucky enough to be able to lightly smoke it you can't tell it is meatless. But Bill

Gates won't make any money from my stuff and that is good enough for me.
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Jackaroni
Joined On 4/4/2009 8:32:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Darn!!! I forgot it was April Fool's Day!
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thinkinmama
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When I saw the title I thought this has to be a joke. Then again this wouldn’t surprise me AT ALL!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 11:29:37 AM
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Grass fed cows are topsoil superheroes. And that's no joke!

msutoday.msu.edu/news/2018/environmentally-friendly-cattle-production-..
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Raising any animal used for food naturally, out in a pasture etc. is always better. It's the container/cage raising going on at these

massive beef, hog and fowl operation that are terribly unhealthy. The animals are in such congested quarters they require all

sorts of drugs and chemicals to keep them from getting sick. Those chemicals get into the nesh and the excrement. The

chemicals are what causes the unbearable stench. Hog operations can be noticed from Vve or more miles away. Pastured hog

operation are hardly noticed at all. Get rid of BIG Conglomerate Meat operations. They need to be broken up like Standard Oil and

US Steel.
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Ya got me! the nickel didn't drop until a few sentences in. In other news, I have discovered I have a carrot deVciency which can only be

offset by a piece of 3-layer carrot cake. Thank goodness there is a remedy!
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This will happen in the future - Bill Gates has more power than most people realize. He already owns more private land than anyone in

this country and he has openly said he wants to control the food supply. Leftie commies are all for this. On FB sheeple are all for this

fake meat.
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Maybe they should take the time to read the ingredients and research any ingredients they aren't familar with.
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He certainly is rich and powerful and ugly. But an .85 cent round is more powerful if he bumps into one by accident. And would

anybody even care ?  I doubt it.
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Here is a copy of the last correspondence received from the judge: Dear Mr. XXXXXXXX How's it hanging with the COVID? I realize that

you may be in the high risk group, and so am I, but please hear me out. Don't you feel conscience-stricken because you have not paid

your outstanding debt for the speeding ticket??? If I were you I certainly would! If you were in the area I would take my gavel (which

gives me the authority and cogency to wield), and bonk you over the head with it.  Don't think you can get out of this just because of the

COVID scare.

You should be more afraid of my gavel! Because a good pound on the head with a wooden gavel could very well knock some sense into

you!  Just think of the weight on your shoulders that would be lifted if you would just, just pay off that (questionable) speeding ticket.

 We accept check, Visa, Master Card, Direct Deposit, and now we have added a Twitter and Blitter account.  I do hope you remember my

name, Judge Elderroy Manfried. Because you are not on my Christmas card list.  Sincerely,  10 S C Law Enforcement Agency
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Beverlyann
Joined On 10/30/2007 1:48:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

bye bye meat in 2 years says the fda. (joke today but it will eventually happen). When I saw this I immediately thought to look on FDA

website for this ban (not knowing that it was a April fools day joke in 2014) and it wasnt there since its a hoax (for now) but what i did

see on the homepage for the FDA website is 3 black children being vaxed and the phone number to call is a hidden 666. Call

1-800-232-0233 with questions. It has three 2's and three 3's 2x3=6 2x3=6 2x3=6 Also not only do the the globalist revere the number

666 they revere 33 as well. eventually, k ill gates, and his criminal kind will be the only ones eating meat.

he also has invested $ in the impossible meat company. Impossible Foods (which k ill gates cofounded with Google and Jeff Bezos),

Impossible Foods Holds 14 Patents, Has 100+ Pending. The facts are: We are learning that the movies and many so called Vctional

books like 198for and brave n. world are true, not Vctional. Also TRUE IS: they are "proposing" no more hunting allowed for food. Many

schools have already band meat. Food inventors are even working on cultured meat from human cells, reminding me of the 1973

Soylent Green movie (that I saw 2 yrs ago) which takes place in 2022. Next up: test tube souless babies!
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It doesn't matter how much he accumulates. He has a Vnite number of days like everyone else. Freezing his ass in some liquid

nitrogen for later thawing isn't going to change that. I notice he doesn't seem to be showing up on TV or anywhere much lately.

Might he be a bit afraid that some right-wing gang will kidnap him for the bounty India has put on his head? He deserves

whatever bad happens to him.
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Good luck with that, lol...
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cometcal
Joined On 6/19/2006 9:07:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Vrst thing that came to mind was me missing a juicy grass fed burger with extra onions.
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Eli9597
Joined On 9/17/2020 10:50:10 AM
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Had me going there for a minute....but I would not be surprised AT ALL if it isn’t tried by some gov’t entity.  BEST book to read about

beef and their effects on climate change, health and sustainability —-Sacred Cow—the case for (better) Meat.....by Robb Wolf and Diana

Rodgers. I was a vegan/vegetarian before I read the book......now I am not. I eat meat, eggs, dairy, etc. (organic, grass fed, natural as

possible) . The vegan/vegetarian diets are slowly killing us.  Plants alone cannot sustain a body, we NEED (real) animal protein in our

diets to live a healthy life.
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Joined On 4/1/2022 9:55:48 AM
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This is one thing that should come to pass. No one has a right to take an innocent life to satisfy their own pleasure. And it does cause

what they say. And who wants to eat a dead rotting corpse anyway.
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Good one Dr. Mercola! You got me!
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zparkie2
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:41:17 AM
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I want to thank Dr. Mercola and for providing us this information that is being hidden from the People. Thank you for all the hard work

you do.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

SOMEone has to hold Gates to REAL account. How is it possible he moves thru all of this as if he is made of Tenon?
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Indian justice system is working on this through their lawsuit, as Gates is a partial owner of a vaccn company based in

India...the charges are killing Indian people with their vaccine without giving any information on the dangers in advance:

www.inventiva.co.in/.../high-court-Vled  - the suit is also posted on the India Bar Assocn website.
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Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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FOLLY and MAMMON writ large.  The idolators have another Golden Calf and false controlling craft scheme.
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The reason this is not seen as an 'April Fools' Joke' is because these people are evil & truly have such designs, that such things

are believable. Such Dark Humor is inacceptable, neither edifying nor amusing.....and most deVnitely not what we expect here.

 Proverbs 26:18 ¶ As a mad man who casteth Vrebrands, arrows, and death, :19 So is the man that deceiveth his neighbour, and

saith, Am not I in sport?
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Lighten up a bit. I found it truly funny.
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Well, I didn't because that's where these perverts & greedy bums want to take us & what they want to do to us ( or push us all onto

Jesuit reducciones, social credit score work, reeducation & spare parts camps ....), & it's not funny. Our FDA is a joke, our

gubmint is a laughing stock, we have a bunch of dimwit hoes pretending to be women & pushing tyrannical lies & lawlessness in

Congress, no men to speak of Vghting back, we're attacked at birth, as children, at work, at the grocery store, on the way to &

from, there is no decent media to speak of, even the music is trash, & death is no picnic either as our families get ripped off of

what little remains of what we worked our lives trying to amass & pass on. We're not in the mood for more bad jokes when

everything around us is a 'bad joke'.....deadly bad jokes.

- Not to mention Fifty years+ of men playing children with their bs dialectic games, their 'lighten up', 'don't be so negative', and

'don't bother us with the facts, we have fun to get to & that's just crazy conspiracy theory stuff anyways' being the reason we're

where we're at. So many prostituted to the beast & playing the lying game, & even this formerly informative & trustworthy

platform showing signs of selling out & dark humor black knight 'joker' garbage....bout done with it all. If we're on our own, we're

on our own. Y'all can go play Mary Poppins if you want to, I've sobered up, & I've better things to do with my time & energy: like

surviving.
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Gates will always be a threat to Humanity cause of his support of Depopulation. He needs to be put down. Then we can preserve

civilization.
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i used to wish for that too but gates is not even "on top"...put him down and nothing changes
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Let's not forget that Gates Vts the description of murderer. He and his cronies are all guilty of foisting "vaccines" that kill humans

and they should pay with their miserable lives. Win a ra�e and qualify as a member of their Vring squads..... then, feed their

bodily residues to feral pigs in Texas. How can we tolerate having a murderer like Tiny Tim Fauci running wild with no

prosecution??? Gee, I would have thought AG Garland would gladly prosecute these vermin......
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Got me LOL To those that are so upset CHILL and put your anger towards those that would really do this, to those that are trying to take

more of our freedoms away. I hear enough extremists to know they would love to ban meat. Dr. Mercola's does a great job and goes

through a lot more than some of us are at trying to protect our freedoms to the point of the media and others treating him AWFUL so he

doesn't deserve any anger over this that's for sure. Like Dr. Mercola wrote in his "NOTICE" this is a warning of what really could happen!
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By April 1, 2024, funny how that's on April Fools Day!
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM
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Some four decades ago at least in my neighborhood there was a popular bumper sticker that read: Eat The Rich (to which I add, but be

selective). Since McDonald's is rumored to be serving human nesh already is this an idea whose time has Vnally arrived?
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That’s gross. I didn’t know that
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Joined On 7/10/2010 6:30:32 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Cannibal restaurants in the LA area. At least two. This one in the link is private and new members need to be vetted.

www.tnvalleytalks.com/topic/l-a-s-elite-cannibal-restaurant-boasts-kat..
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Otis, The Donner Pass atrocity comes to Suburbia? Meryl Streep ?! That reads like more April 1 and seems like it belongs in a

Quintin Tarantino movie. Like the Starkist tuna commercials from years ago, they don't want members with good taste but ones

that taste good.
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So glad it is April Fools.. yet, one true thought... I've noticed lately...my cat food...there is one brand that says beef and carrots... but I

Two Weeks to Flatten
Freedom and Dignity
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swear, I trust my nose, it smells just like the nauseating Impossible burger when cooked. And I have cooked them for vegetarian friends

often... The industry may be starting "inVltration" through our pets.
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Hotsocks
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Pending the investigation into the FDA, they will have no power to do so by then. The GMO of the food supply is not safe for human

consumption.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well the WHO is already planning on locking down the whole world whenever they feel like it. This joke is very believable.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

If this was really going to happen, the vegans would be yelling in triumph from the roof tops. So far not a peep.
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jdarnall64
Joined On 12/24/2009 9:45:21 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

With this group of activists like Bill Gates any ridiculous action is quite possible. These Globalists think thru very disoriented brains.

They want to control every aspect of life diminishing the average person to a slave depending on the government to survive. This is the

reality of the End Times facing the world we live in already. This is a whole nother topic of it's own for another time.
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Go258569
Joined On 7/22/2021 1:12:19 PM
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I don’t need a stinking healthcare plan , I have Dr Mercola , God bless you
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Al Gore and the WEF: www.armstrongeconomics.com/world-news/climate/its-al-gore-destroying-y..
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More idiocy: www.noaa.gov/news-release/noaa-chicago-partner-on-climate-plan-to-redu..  

 www.climate.noaa.gov/Portals/0/Grants/2022/ERB-FY22-Information-Sheet...  More idiocy:

www.survivethenews.com/navigator-heartland-greenway-using-eminent-doma..
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The idiot who thinks he can control the weather: www.geekwire.com/2021/avoid-climate-disaster-bill-gates-charts-ditcu..

 www.youtube.com/watch  www.naturalnews.com/2021-11-25-study-injecting-sulfur-into-atmosphere-..

 climatesciencenews.com/2021-04-14-bill-gates-reveals-reasons-behind-fa..  

climatesciencenews.com/2021-11-25-study-injecting-sulfur-into-atmosphe..
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Hahahaha, got me!
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sajre: I never got to the end. I only read the Vrst couple of sentences, thought Mercola had gone off the deep end, and went to

google to Vgure out where he got this nonsense from. All this paranoia prevents people from recognizing and Vghting real

dangers.
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Yeah. Being April Fool's Day, I saw it early before realizing. I kept reading his article knowing that he would reference where he

got his information from. Now that I know what day it is I won't have to read very far into anything without being able to Vgure if it

is a joke or not.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I must have missed a link to where the FDA actually said they are going to do this. If anyone Vnds it, please let me know. I'm a big fan of

Dr. M and also The Weston Price Foundation (proponent of traditional nutrient-dense foods) and not happy about this.  BTW is the FDA

able to make laws now? I thought that was Congress (or the prez with a pen).
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With ignorance like this running our Government the human race will delete itself from this earth. Surely sane minds will grasp hold of

this run away mentality and put things back in place before it is too late. Climate change in the eyes of this group of human ignorance is

a false narrative been brain washed in to the minds of the last generations. They just don't understand that the Creator is in control not

we human beings. This Government is destroying the nation and it's people based on lies and ignorance.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Well he had me at Vrst! I thought no way will this pass but after seeing all the criminality during Covid and with our elections not much

would surprise me these days. It’s up to us the people to Vght back as our politicians are doing nothing to save us.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

i bought 2 fakemeat burgers cos they were 2$ not 10 and? well I took one bite n spat it out my dogs refused to eat it and so did the

chickens assumed this item was an April fools and so glad it was! but yes all too often horrible ideas like this DO come true
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Not so farfetched - Here is an article from 2016 www.naturalnews.com/053917_Denmark_global_warming_red_meat_tax.html
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I wonder if any of these "climate scientists" have done a study on the increased emissions that would result from putting the entire

planet on a totally vegetarian diet. Some of the animal-produced methane eliminated by getting rid of grazing livestock would be

replaced by human-produced methane. Also to be considered is the fact that humans cannot digest the grasses that these animals eat.

And since much of the grazing land in the world is only marginal for agriculture, this land would no longer be productive as a human

food source if grazing animals are removed from the food chain.
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If people stop eating meat, particularly children and young adults, they will be unhealthy. With rotted teeth, rickety bones and small

brains. I get the spiritual aspects and I stopped eating beef and pork decades ago for spiritual reason. I have had to add back at least

bacon to my diet recently to increase my energy. We are carnivores.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

What Would Al Bundy Do? "When I sit down to dinner there'd better be some form of dead animal on my plate."
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American; although this is a JOKE! if we do not stand up and make sure we know who were voting for, and why, this is going to be reality

SOON. Gates is not monopolizing our Farm Lands, Banks, WHO, Medicine, Housing Market, and so on for NOTHING!
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OK, I got pranked. I was so upset, First I am an animal based eater, so I couldn't Vnish reading the article and moved it to my trash. I was

thinking how can they do this in two years!!!! Then I realized it was April fools and recovered it from my trash, scrolled to the bottom to

see the April Fool's statement. My heart rate is starting to calm down. I also forgot Dr. Mercola like to do an April Fool's joke.
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And for those who are like me, I am not into mass farming of animals. I only eat 100% grass feed, 100% free range meat that

includes the whole animal: nose to tail.
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Gates wants everybody eating Soylent Green....
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This time (4-1-22), ya got me off guard! Based on everything I read here, and other health websites, it seemed too real and plausible. lol!
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Add as Friend  Send Message

You got me there!! I was relieved to see it’s a joke but again, the Evil has a plan.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Yes this is a great story,and i know there are crazy minds working on that,but fortunatly today is April the Vrst!!!By the way,lot of things

happend since 2 years are like bad jokes.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates was discussing this amongst other world order boys wile feasting on grass fed beef steaks at there favorite resturant  NO ?
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Add as Friend  Send Message

No fuel! No food! The merry-go-round goes round and round and we bob up and down on our wooden horse only to end the ride right

back where we started. Ride back to the early ‘70’s and the chaos due to fuel shortage; but it all ended when the price was triple that of

the starting price. Renection in the mirror? This ‘the sky is falling’ today is reminiscent of that renection back then. Prices are

skyrocketing and the regime is making boo koo proVts with the ‘sky is falling’ rhetoric … again. They create the scenario by killing both

food and fuel production; but is it just another merry-go-round ride? If you buy the ticket, enjoy the ride.
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And there is no such thing as greenhouse gases. Stop believing the BS. Hey pretty soon, we won't have BS anymore, it'll be GS (Gates

sh!t)
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GOT ME!
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Damn! I totally fell for it to begin with. It wouldn't surprise me if this is soon the reality though.
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Years ago, I remember seeing a NOVA program on PBS that showed that the worlds greatest source of methane is termites.
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I literally kept saying to myself - this HAS TO BE AN APRIL FOOLS JOKE!!! Thank you sooooo much for this - I can breathe now. I'm

thinking to myself- not here in America, they'll never allow it!  But then again, how long before we're taken over? I feel like Biden is

handing us over on a silver platter right now :(
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Well done….

😂😂😂

 No pun intended
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Hahaha!
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You had me with this one, Dr. Mercola! BUT it deVnitely COULD happen!
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Good grief. I thought the article was for real. This would really be the end of the US if meat were banned, and made all the worse had it

been on Gates's urging.
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That's exactly what they're trying to do, which will make people even sicker and boost their proVts. They have the power and the

money and the organization and the intelligence to do this. It's just a matter of time. A great joke reveals a truth about something

consequential, so this article really ain't no joke.
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By 2024 there may be no need for our national FDA to ban it. The UN or some other global corporation could.
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Big Brother loves us.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And only wants what is best for us!
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Anyone dumb enough to think that doesn't deserve life, liberty or happiness. And there are plenty of fools.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's called sarcasm.
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fraud, Lies, Deception and Illusion!!! Everything that these psychopaths tell us, is a lie and distraction of some sort. "Beware! Farting

cows are destroying our planet!" The real source of methane emissions, is the ocean noor and it is thinning the ozone layer, allowing

more UVC to enter earth's atmosphere. A few more years and it will be intolerable! This entire civilization is collapsing faster than you

can say: "It's all over"! klaran.com/.../about-uvc  --  www.geoengineeringwatch.org/mass-methane-release-accelerating
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randy, Nice link, its those buried pockets of methane under the edges of the arctic circle. Add to that, there are gas leaks

(especially from fracking locations, not shown): www.themoscowtimes.com/2021/11/01/satellites-detect-massive-russia-met..
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks for the link, Rreal.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Randy, you're on it with the bigger greenhouse problem. Although Dane's article you link was written 8.5 years ago the threat

remains real. But then there's this to consider. I've posted this great documentary on the primary reason for climate change a few

times in recent years. I wish everyone here would give it a look:  www.youtube.com/watch
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Epi-cure; thanks for the link. I did a quick search for the methane article; only to draw people's attention to the problem...it

probably didn't. I didn't check the date. For sure, it is a much bigger problem now. I'll have a quick look at your link; but, I'll have to

Vnish when I return from my bike ride.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was fooled. The only thing I felt out of sorts with was the short notice being given. Otherwise, I wouldn't put any of this past these evil

organizations.  Cattle never produced excessive methane until they have been poisoned with drugs since 1968. This is where

regenerative farming must prevail. God's design is perfect and every single instance where man attempts to "improve" on it results in

abject failure.
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I think the idea is for America to collapse by the end of this year. They won't need to ban meat since the social credit used as

currency won't allow meat purchases. Only Farmer Bill's Soyboy Green.
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orionsenicagmail.com
Joined On 10/4/2021 12:28:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

uh, friends for the big water, didn't you take it too tightly ?? at least for a moment I have to give up those depressing moods and be

above the point :), when I read this post, I was waiting for a reminder about today :) úha, priatelia za velkou vodou, nezobrali ste to prilis

vazne?? aspon na chvilku sa treba vzdat tych deprimujucich nalad a byt nad vecou :) , ked som cital tento prispevok cakal som

pripomienku o dnesnom dátume :)
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wil9373
Joined On 3/9/2016 3:12:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Funny, not funny"joke"! But the World Economic Forum states a "post meat" agenda by 2030. You can read it and watch the statements

on their YouTube channel
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DebbyW
Joined On 5/27/2010 9:07:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read the title and was appalled for about two seconds. Then I remembered it was Dr. Mercola's April Fools article. Sadly, too many of

them are close to the truth.
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cam7371
Joined On 6/21/2020 1:35:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How about those old farts that come up with these brilliant ideas?
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was hoping this was an April Fool's joke, but it could come true, a little to close for comfort for many people. So how do we stop this

from happening. MMC88121
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Education. Keep getting the word out about how horrible and damaging Frankenfoods truly are. How appropriate, the Vrst brand

on the market is named "Impossible Meat". People need to vote with their wallets and stop funding this horror. Real meat at my

Kroger's is expensive and the fake poison is always on sale. One way to educate is to inform people about the Organic

Consumers Association. They have an abundance of educational information on this subject. You are probably not going to

change the habits of a deceived vegetarian or vegan but if you can reach the typical consumer with the truth we have a Vghting

chance.
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liz8145
Joined On 3/22/2022 12:18:25 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Baaaahahaha, you got me!!!! Joking aside, it did get me thinking… thanks, as always, for your provocative work!
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giles22
Joined On 11/13/2010 5:28:00 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

ok, I'll be honest, it was late at night and I thought I would just check the health news from the good doctor, I would estimate it was

about 9.2 seconds before my brain kicked into gear and realise that this was nonsense. Roughly about as long as it took me to realise

that covid was a con (scam). Mind you, it was a scary 9.2 seconds. Damn you Dr Mercola you got me
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kenp1612
Joined On 9/30/2021 3:03:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Great article, but too close to reality to be funny. Thank you, Dr. Mercola.
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debgessell
Joined On 6/24/2010 11:22:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Got me! Lol
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Dzkta1
Joined On 11/2/2011 10:32:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Good one Dr. Mercola, you got me!
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FirstMate1
Joined On 12/8/2015 8:06:03 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You FOOLED me!!! Scary and sadly it could be true in the future.
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jon8840
Joined On 9/19/2020 12:31:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bravo... What's real, though, is that they'll soon be mandating psychedelic sessions with PVzer's LSD-2500 starting at six months of age.

"If you're mentally ill, you'll give it to the rest of us..."
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Hannibal42
Joined On 1/19/2021 6:53:31 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Remind me of something... https://youtu.be/DV7dw_7OdjU
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shillingfortheconk
Joined On 9/30/2021 1:48:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I fell for it! And I’m vegetarian!
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renatavaz
Joined On 8/10/2021 9:03:45 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Unbelievable
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robolo
Joined On 12/4/2021 1:49:13 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates is a moron of the highest order. The problem is, too many people listen to him. He's got ZERO scientiVc credentials. Come to

think of it, neither do I, but I propose a simple experiment. Hey Billy, if you're listening, I invite you to a challenge. Let's each spend

24hours in a locked garage. I'll spend it with say half a dozen cows, and you spend your 24 hours with my car running. And not a TESLA

but a good old fashioned ICE. Let's see who fares better at the end of 24 hrs!
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Not a lot of people take his ideas seriously. Just the 1% most powerful people on earth who force his ideas on all of us.
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el-graf
Joined On 9/11/2008 11:47:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The "Deep State" tries to prophecy something into existence, trying to imitate how God speaks things into existence. But the "Deep

State" is not God and does not have the POWER of his Spirit residing in him.  So ... "I" shall prophecy. The "Deep State" (Satan's minions)

will NOT be successful. They shall attempt, yet they will fail. Many shall fall before them because of simple mindedness and from fear.

But God will not lose ... even those. God knows the weakness of man and accounts for all things. He is the God of second chances.

Keep your accusations to yourself and if you have any questions, ask God when You see him.  You see, I am not God either.  The future

will be as God has told us in His Word. We all have to go through a little bit of well-deserved hell Vrst.
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"The "Deep State" tries to prophecy something into existence,..." I think that's known as "wishful thinking" propaganda.
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rensmith23zohomail.com
Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

"We all have to go through a little bit of well-deserved hell Vrst."  Well said. We need to repent.
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nickjj
Joined On 12/21/2021 4:40:09 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Then I wish the eight bills in the California state legislature were only an April 1st joke too. But they are real means to force vaccines on

Californians. Amongst the bills is one to make crimes of opposing government policy, questioning vaccination, communicating anything

considered mis- or disinformation -- mimicking federal law.
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correspondencecommitte
Joined On 12/24/2020 10:00:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

By now with the new abnormal I would have swallowed a FDA-mandated diet of Soylent Green.
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dia4348
Joined On 11/30/2018 7:11:34 AM
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You got me!
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wwe7337
Joined On 7/31/2021 11:57:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Have no fear, this will not apply to the "elite".
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MisterLeeD
Joined On 5/15/2011 3:17:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That was a real hardcore April fools
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Pony55
Joined On 7/3/2021 8:27:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Happy April Fools Day! You got me with this one. I kept looking for links and references to the FDA’s devision to ban meat by 2024.

Sadly, we are on that path. Recently, the FDA approved genetically modiVed cows to be sold for meat production:

gospelnewsnetwork.org/2022/03/29/gmo-hamburgers-fda-approves-genetical..  In reality, 100% grass fed cattle live happy and

peaceful lives. My backyard chickens are free to roam all over from sunrise to sunset, eating tons of greens along with bugs like spiders

and grasshoppers. They make the best eggs we have ever tasted. Happy Animals make the best and healthiest food! If you live in the

Southeast (U.S.) checkout this grass-fed cattle farm: www.grassfedbeefgeorgia.com
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Joined On 11/14/2020 2:52:25 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The same bill gates who new the family to Madagascar for a holiday. When will people wake up?
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rplende
Joined On 2/1/2021 4:00:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Multi-National Companies are the biggest scourge on the Environment. Why are they seeking to eliminate them?
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alexsemen
Joined On 10/15/2011 5:23:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

May I ask you, when dr. Mercola was not genuin right !??
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nicovanniekerk
Joined On 4/1/2022 4:18:09 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What a great idea, to publish dangerous events not yet in place as April Fool's articles. I am not surprised that you hit the jackpot several

times. We must resist these "climate change" thieves. There is no such thing as athropogenic climate change. The CO2 emissions of all

man-made efforts, including volcanoes and cattle, is about 38 gigatons per year. The oceans emit about 38,000 gigatons of CO2 per

year. If we were to build a wall that's a mile long for every gigaton of CO2 emitted into the atmosphere, a wall 38 miles long would

represent the human CO2-footprint on the atmosphere. The wall representing the oceans' CO2 footprint would go one and half time

around the planet. Then they turn around and accuse the 38-mile wall as the culprit causing climate change. We are the fools who allow

this travesty to stay alive.
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VESYakush
Joined On 3/7/2021 2:51:57 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Dear Dr. Mercola;  As usual, I began my a.m. with E-mails including your valuable Newsletters.  Still groggy from a restless night's sleep,

I began reading about the "FDA ban on REAL Meat" In a FLASH it brought the last 2% of my unprocessed "Rage Against the Machine"

Angers" into the fullness of my Spiritual Light... and my day of Releasing that covertly harbored Anger now begins. After a "Summary

Read", I new off the handle; and proceeded to vociferously, shamefully express a stream of my opinions; VENTing through the walls of

my home with  every bit of an intelligent (?) Rant that could've easily caused my Nervous Breakdown.

Before I hit {SEND} on prepared Email to Loved ones; Family & Friends; MY BLESSED Better Angels... reached through my rage and

caused me to pause...  Instead, I sent it to my Son and within 20 minutes... he responded with subdued laughter:  " LOL... MOM !! Calm

Down!... It is an April Fool's JOKE from Dr. Mercola.. It is not as far fetched as some might choose to think but, Knowing what we know...

I Understand why you would have believed it. "  I HOPE I can resolve & release this anger OUT of MY Being within the next 24 hours! And

I thank you Dr. Mercola!..

You have exposed a latent percentage of FEAR-based Feelings and Thoughts that must be eliminated from my being before I can act in

a business-like manner to share information to others  about issues  that MUST be addressed for the GOOD of ALL CONCERNED.  I send

this to you ~ With much Love and appreciation for your BOLD efforts to REVEAL TRUTH! "LIVE LONG & PROSPER" VESYakush
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Add as Friend  Send Message

Nice April Fools Dr M! I am not sure why some have made comments disliking it. Guess they haven’t been here long enough. We have to

give our minds a break and laugh a little sometimes!
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Lee1959
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Add as Friend  Send Message

YES!!!!! Humor is truly the best medicine!
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HAHA, it's April Fools day! Only a fool would believe the FDA could pull this off by April 1st, 2024!
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armtalker
Joined On 6/22/2010 11:37:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

As I read this, I was hoping it would be an April Fool's joke, but it was one I did not enjoy. Don't give the bastards more ideas.
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prune unit
Joined On 6/20/2006 7:37:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's honestly hard to tell the difference with the level of typical fear mongering articles.
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MoMac46
Joined On 3/8/2021 3:24:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Gosh - I was believing every word - thank goodness its an April fool - but its scary - very scary.
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yon3943
Joined On 3/27/2017 10:21:35 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ha! Had me for a second (on the headline --haven't read the story yet). Then realized the date, remembered the Mercola

tradition... so after a momentary alarm --got a good chuckle. Of course, this is actually the goal in some peoples(?) mind.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Didn't give them any ideas. This has been on their agenda for decades.
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Kanadian45
Joined On 3/17/2021 8:48:36 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

How the hell did this POS get to be so friggin powerful? One man ruling our lives! At this point I’m ready to Vght. I’d rather die Vghting

than live under this evil SOB. I apologize for the swear words but it really, really pisses me off that this is happening.
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CynK
Joined On 7/22/2008 8:54:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

" April Fool’s article" IS NOT APPRECIATED!
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carlew42
Joined On 7/8/2009 12:38:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Since I am reading this article on April 1, 2022, I have to assume it is an April Fools Day joke.  If you want to keep the animals from

producing methane, feed them what they are supposed to eat which is grasses from the Velds that they wander about (which I assume

they don't in CAFO systems). If we ate nothing but junk food, our bodies would retaliate in the same way. Eating artiVcial meat is going

to cause us to produce more methane also, I don't think you want the world population to become artiVcial also.
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pattypiazza
Joined On 11/17/2017 12:09:05 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Holy ***. The depth of evil we sit still for is almost incomprehensible.
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Joined On 7/18/2020 10:51:48 AM
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April Fools
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Really? this information you provide daily is great stuff. Every day is a joke. I do not need your jokes, just the facts.
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Not funny. I got really stressed from reading this
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Kay2022
Joined On 3/13/2022 10:34:18 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

And anyone values Bill Gates opinion why? He was elected by who? Hey Bill, stick to cocktail party conversation and MYOB - no one is

interested in your opinion.
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lieu121
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The banning of meat article is terrible. Many people just read the headlines accept what it states. This is where some misinformation

starts.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM
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Okay. So, I had a cool-down period, & the Lord dealing with me. I'd been reading their bs garbage & studying how they crafted their fake

food shortage & supply chain issues (both supposed 'sides'...attaching back to the same body) for some time now; and never made it

past the Vrst half of the article before noting how false & perverse the arguments were, & knowing just how credible their taking such

lawless & unConstitutional action via their responsibility, buck-passing corporate bureaucratic 'organs' is. Nonetheless, I should have at

least scanned to the end, even knowing that one tactic is the diversionary time-waster. I gave too much credence to this forum &

information source being different. By the grace of God, I will not make that mistake, nor miss that distinctive common to all holding to

the relative truth evolutionary view of that old seducer, tempter and usurper, that old serpent & dragon, leviathan & MYSTERY, antichrist,

again.
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fundamentalassumptions
Joined On 4/1/2009 12:17:58 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was also given balance ...and a true chuckle & smile which I could both relate to, & give the glory to God by, truly....his

righteousness, not mine....bringing me to my senses, by a faithful preacher of God's word with the reminder of April Fool's Day

being the misnamed National Atheist Day.  Psalms 2, 14 & 53 KJB. Not one word will be without its mate in fulVllment as

evidenced & promised. Isaiah 34 KJB. www.sermonaudio.com/sermoninfo.asp

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/2/2022 8:21:28 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

vpassenheimhotmail.com
Joined On 8/3/2021 11:57:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I really hope the world doesn't run with this idiocy. Thousands of years of civilization and the climate psychopaths have zero

understanding of the science. Stop listening to psychopaths!

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 1:25:27 PM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

glendasupino
Joined On 3/25/2016 6:30:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

We can’t let Bill Gates control our diets.  Synthetic meat is terrible. Humans were made to eat meat.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 8:15:00 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

TellTheTruth_2
Joined On 8/26/2021 2:27:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Maybe Bill Gates should be put into a single room where he can't ny his plane and contribute? In fact, maybe Bill Gates should be cut up

and his body parts given for science?

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 7:52:52 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

mike.owen1gmail.com
Joined On 3/29/2021 3:17:53 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

April Fools !

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 7:28:23 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

Catplat
Joined On 3/8/2010 7:06:02 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't make a spoiler alert like that ;)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 7:41:04 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

squirrel2001
Joined On 6/16/2021 7:37:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

What???????????? They can't tell farmers that they can't sell meat. These people are loons
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They won't have to tell them. They will be forced out. Just like internal combustion engines by electric motors. You will have your

Frankenfood and you will like it (or else).
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elr1020
Joined On 7/11/2015 1:36:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It would have been nice to but the "april fools" note at the top of the article.
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rplende
Joined On 2/1/2021 4:00:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Bill Gates is a lying fruitcake!
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merculo
Joined On 4/12/2020 4:51:21 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

not funny nor smart. people immediately start forwarding the info before reading the "April's fool" warning and lose credibility. There is

enough misinformation, disinformation, distrust and censorship to be playing around with these issues....
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lobos
Joined On 6/19/2006 7:59:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

They are already culling chickens and turkeys b/c of 'bird nu'. So, not so April Fools.
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lfolsom444gmail.com
Joined On 8/16/2021 5:23:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I cannot believe the the human race is letting billionaires tell us what we can or cannot do, go or EVEN what we can EAT.. What is wrong

with this world, have they so BONKERS that they cannot think for them selves or make decision that are common sense.....
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FewThereBe
Joined On 10/12/2021 11:44:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The April Fool's notice should be at the FRONT of the article.
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Xmen44
Joined On 4/26/2016 4:24:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is absurd and laughable. They do not have the authority to ban a staple from the American diet since our inception as a nation.

What they could do to save lives, is ban HFCS, since they know we can not digest it and they never tested it for human consumption.

Now HFCS, that is killing people.
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Ronybegoode
Joined On 3/1/2021 12:22:14 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The interview between Robert Kennedy and Vandana Shiva should be transcribed like you have other excellent interviews transcribed.

 Also where can one see this in the future after the 48 hours of being shown?
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rondo
Joined On 4/15/2008 8:43:29 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Luckily before I got too far into this 'article', I remembered previous April 1st columns and skipped to the bottom. Fiction has it's place.

Certainly a novel, short story, or screenplay about such things would be perfectly acceptable. Respectfully I don't think Vction has a

place here, especially if it takes the form of faux fearmongering. Respectfully, I would like to see it end.
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Kassie
Joined On 9/21/2006 5:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thank you. I completely concur. As someone who follows the insanity going on around us very carefully, I actually became

nauseated reading the article, a needless upset. Not funny and not necessary because this audience is already awake. Now I

hope I can go back to sleep (literally).
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gardenmomma
Joined On 3/2/2010 11:30:30 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Same here, it was disconcerting to begin reading this before I had my coffee. It has enough "truthyness" to have me going for a

paragraph before I remembered the date. Felt like I was slipping off the deep end into an Alex Jones, hyperbolic, rabbit hole.  I

really prefer my conspiracy theories to be based on actual facts. Seriously we don't need this kind of writing as a warning, those

of us reading this already know what the agenda is, and are already alarmed. But stepping back a bit, I appreciate what Mercola

brings to us on a daily basis so much. I Vgure if he wants to pull our legs once a year he is entitled to have a chuckle at our

expense. Beware, he's not the only one doing this, I might just turn off the internet for the rest of the day.
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Fisher153
Joined On 5/9/2018 11:03:45 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

the lesson is this: the opponents of our current social paradigms will use mostly truth, some half-truths, and a few lies to change

our political mandates. dr mercola again proved this, but did so with a disclaimer. great lesson that we should revisit annually; we

must read ALL articles in our current world with a critical approach.
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Fibonacci1
Joined On 2/19/2013 2:13:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For a moment there I got to feel good for the poor animals horribly raised and brutally killed. Veal is baby cows. It’s sick.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This NEEDS to be addressed. My GF was raising a black angus baby and that little guy was as friendly and aware as my own dog!

Factory farms of earthlings (if it breeds, breathes, and eats - it's an earthling) needs to end! I won't buy from Tyson ever, nor

Purdue ... I can't support animal cruelty and the list of horror slaughterhouses is long. Pigs are dolphin smart, yet if you look at

the way they are treated, you'd never eat that white meat again.  The youtube is where I watched Earthlings and I could only take

it ten minutes at a time. (warning) ... with all that said, the only reason I fear people eat veal is because we are drinking milk -

soooo not meant for humans!  Anyways, I'll step off my soapbox now. LOL
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robinlillian
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Fibonacci 1: Everyone dies and is eaten sooner or later, including humans. We still do get hunted and eaten by tigers,

occasionally, but if they're not available, microbes do the job. Dead bodies decay and provide food for future generations.  Nature

overproduces offspring, because so many do not survive to adulthood to reproduce. Death is part of life. I get that it is hard for

modern people, so often shielded from the unpleasant realities of life, to accept this, but death is inescapable. No one wants to

die, but we still will. It's necessary.
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Anita123
Joined On 6/19/2006 8:34:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Don't we have enough of authentic BAD news without your April Fools joke? NOT appreciated and certainly atypical and not worthy of

your high standards. People are suffering enough and you owe an apology to your audience. Sincerely Disappointed, Anita
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mmcguire.cv
Joined On 8/6/2021 10:01:42 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This must be a April Fools joke, right?
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goferal
Joined On 1/16/2018 10:18:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Plz answer me this. Doesn't methane, for the very most part/fart, come from cows not grass fed, not fed their natural diet, making their

digestive system fed up & expressing it just like that -- yup, you can just hear it -- is this correct?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yep, drugs and GMOs corn.
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rsn9872
Joined On 1/12/2019 11:11:49 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Well since you seem to have innuence with the local farmers, perhaps you could help them form partnerships with grocery chains, since

most people don't have the time or extra money to go to the local farmers. If a number of local farmers could supply the stores, it might

bring the bring within range of the debt-ridden, still underpaid public. Just a thought. Good thing you had the disclaimer at the end, I

was about to write the President. It's not like we can afford a nice steak but on special occasions, but I would love to go organic if

economically feasible.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

rsn, a word of caution, writing the president with an opposing viewpoint can have you labeled a domestic terrorist.
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Delolo7
Joined On 12/12/2020 4:55:40 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I didnt Vnd posting it as truth to be funny..just alarming...some satire just isnt funny in a world where there is so much fake news
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tinarock
Joined On 7/16/2010 10:51:16 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

NOT FUNNY
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Grilles
Joined On 5/4/2021 11:31:48 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

This is unbelievable. First they try to poison us with vaccines and now they want to starve us. What can we do to stop this craziness?

The insane powerhungry globalists are having their way. The 2024 election may be the only way to turn this around and regain our

freedoms.
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JohnJohn20
Joined On 4/12/2013 1:15:17 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No. The elections are Vxed. The new world order people have control over the dominion voting machines. Voting is a waste of

time. Bill Gates and George Soros have already decided who the next elected otcials will be.
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mnpearl
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:15:06 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

JohnJohn, we must vote in such overwhelming numbers that there is no way they can produce enough ballots to stuff. Not voting

gives them the win. Please vote.
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gives them the win. Please vote.
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seedsaver37
Joined On 4/28/2020 2:58:31 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Grilles, keep reading. This is a 'joke'.
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Joined On 3/6/2021 6:03:22 PM
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JohnJohn20, or the impending cyber pandemic Schwab keeps bragging about.
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MysticTuba
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Not funny.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mercola did this same joke on April 1st, a few years ago. Subscribers were so angry, I thought he'd stopped this for good. Doing it again,

it's NOT funny, and I actually believed it, until I read the comments. This newsletter is always doom and gloom and depressing, so fake

bad news is too much to bear. I persevere in reading it to be informed, although I often feel like it's not worth living in this world

anymore.
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Kassie
Joined On 9/21/2006 5:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I was very disturbed while reading it, needlessly so. Angry when Vnished. It seemed out of character for Dr. Mercola. This

audience does not need to be slapped or awakened. Most of us are living with anxiety just from the daily truth we are forced to

deal with. I found this "joke" to be rather passive-aggressive, and not a bit entertaining.
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mnpearl
Joined On 6/20/2006 2:15:06 AM
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NOT FUNNY AT ALL DR. M. SHAME ON YOU.
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chilliewillie555gmail.co
Joined On 8/9/2021 3:32:51 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

*** you and your ridiculous joke. You should have that at the top otherwise many people will read 3 sentences and panic. Again...***

whomever thought this was a good idea.
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pra3771
Joined On 6/18/2017 12:52:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chill Chillie Willie, Gods got this. This obviously worked to get the blood boiling for a minute or two, unfortunately some need to

believe it to wake up. We raise our own cattle and love it. As I read it I was a little pissed but indignant. No way in hell or on earth

would we allow anyone to walk up and take or kill our cattle. We say... Bull__hit__!!! 

😁
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mf
Joined On 12/13/2008 2:35:33 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You catch me every single time and after I have stopped being angry about it, I can calm down a little bit. I really don’t think it’s

necessary to scare the s**t out of us. I was feeling just ill as I read this and even a bit panicky. The dangers of the cabal are real enough

and we do take them seriously! Please stop doing this!!
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Buddhii
Joined On 10/27/2020 2:36:40 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I think it's an April Fool's joke - although this article could turn out to be inadvertently factual in which case the joke is on us. I

hope it's a joke because I eat carnivore which does absolute wonders for health. Works fast too, like in a week or less. Actually,

more like just a couple of days. Nothing else comes close. It is the natural human diet we've been eating for millions of years.

Frankly it's a miracle! I believe it works in two ways, by eliminating all the toxins in plants and then by giving you high-dose

bio-available essential nutrients and more protein. Also, by adjusting your microbiome to that of a caveman. (Dr. Mercola should

write a book titled "The Caveman Microbiome.")  Our cave person ancestors did not just eat meat but because without

supermarkets they were starving all the time, they ate everything in sight, probably even people.

Regarding protein requirements it is generally accepted that you need 0.8 grams of protein per kilogram, but that's wrong. That

only takes care of the structural requirement for protein - you need double that to also take care of creating all the enzymes

needed for proper metabolism. A pound of beef has about one-third pound of protein.  What happens to you if you only eat only

meat for years? Check out the pictures. www.carnivorecast.com/.../kelly  

www.ketoforhealth.org/articles/150-joe-and-charlene-anderson-more-than..
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM
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Agree with you mf. I thought Mercola had stopped this and I also got panicky and VERY upset. I'm going to mark my calendar as

a warning that Mercola will print rubbish on April 1st
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Joined On 1/17/2012 8:03:55 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

" I really don’t think it’s necessary to scare the s**t out of us." Hey, just think of it as a natural laxative. :-)
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lisahealyourself
Joined On 11/28/2021 6:03:34 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I don’t like this joke.  I love your site Dr Mercola — but I think you should take this article down asap. I am terriVed of this happening and

when I saw this article my heart sank and I had to take ten minutes before I could even read it. I almost stopped half way— too

disheartened to continue.  Luckily I didn’t because I would have seen the ending. I think many people will begin spreading this as

misinformation if they don’t read to the end and it will be another reason for the mainstream to attack you and everyone out there

spreading truth. I don’t want to see this another reason for them to delete people off platforms.  Also — I am terriVed you just gave them

the idea to actually go through with it!! Please take this article down. Or simply replace the headline with something like — what we fear

could happen by 2024 if current WEF plans continue. You can still give the info on ways we can stop this without this April fools slant.
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ema2963
Joined On 12/12/2018 8:59:37 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Information like this is never a laughing matter!
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bwo8527
Joined On 7/18/2021 11:45:16 AM
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The April Fools is infantile. Please consider stopping this practice.
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GoldCoaster
Joined On 4/20/2009 11:20:19 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Totally agree bwo8527 !!!! The article was so depressing.. who's laughing? I'll have to put a reminder on my calendar each April

1st that Mercola may print a fake article. I thought he'd stopped this stupid April Fools prank due to the backlash a few years ago.
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1jrd23
Joined On 1/5/2010 10:12:52 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I am VERY DISAPPOINTED (to put it mildly) that this article was presented the way it was. This subject in NOT funny and with all the

fake news out these days should not have been published at least the way it was. Makes me not wanting to "waste my time" reading

long jokes. This one "article/joke" is enough to make we stop bothering reading your articles.... my time is too valuable for such crap.

Your position in my ranking of important folks has dropped precipitously.
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Svenja
Joined On 4/1/2022 6:52:14 AM
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I agree. I am sick to my stomach everyday over all this tyranny..and I have run out of time for all things I need to prepare for to

survive this nightmare the world is trapped in, and found no humor in this at all. Thank you for your comment because you aren’t

alone in your disappointment! I’ve been following Mercola and reading all these comments since 2009 while running a health

food store and it took this article for me to Vnally after all these years to join the discussion..
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Country_Me
Joined On 7/5/2008 11:40:43 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Chill!! Put your upset feelings where it belongs. To those that really would want to do this. To those that are actually trying to take

our freedoms away. If only there were this much anger as some people have here at the beginning of the mandates from enough

people maybe we wouldn't be so close to that and this happening. This could really happen and maybe that is what Dr. Mercola is

trying to get more people to understand. I hear that crap about meat from extremists that really would ban meat if they could so

maybe this is something everyone should just be more aware of.
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epi-cure
Joined On 5/12/2012 7:02:04 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It's a cruel world. If only Dr. Mercola had shown a photo or cartoon of a cow with wings at the beginning of the essay then the

unsuspecting might have had fair warning that they were being taken for a ride.
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Joe_Below
Joined On 3/17/2020 11:04:08 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No, it's not a joke. Yes, they want to ban meat and ultimately ban you.
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Joined On 6/20/2006 2:38:49 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Joe_Below: Don't you remember what day this is? April fool! Seriously, lots of people want to force all sorts of crazy things on

others, but never get what they want. There's no sense in panicking over every kook's crazed dream. Banning things never works,

because an illegal black market for whatever it is always pops up from alcohol, to abortion, to cocaine. Not only that, but the

black market source is always far more dangerous and dramatically increases deaths from illegal products & services with no

watchdog to prevent abuse.
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pjs5658
Joined On 4/21/2015 8:44:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

that was not funny!!!
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amyjofarmer
Joined On 12/31/2012 9:01:57 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I do not like this joke. It was alarming and no one needs more alarm. I raise farm animals so it’s not funny. I have a very limited amount

of time to read and this article wasted it.
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Lee1941
Joined On 1/4/2010 12:34:24 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree with you. I now include a grain of salt in my response to Mercola’s articles. While I feel Mercola writes useful and

insightful information, the tactic employed by this article is a wake up call to me.
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Kassie
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Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm still trying to Vgure out why Dr. Mercola found it amusing to scare his readers needlessly and have a private chuckle at our

expense. We are awake and already aware of what's happening. Just very disturbing, because I trust him.
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gsaaaeo7
Joined On 6/6/2013 9:35:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Count me in as one who does not think this "joke" is funny. Honestly, I didn't need some stupid article like this today. The last two years

for my family has included profound suffering as we've dealt with a job loss due to "pandemic" policies and a loss of so many

signiVcant things in our lives, and I don't need some stupid article that portends yet another loss/battle/crisis, etc. . No one who has

lived through the past two years (and that's all of us) needs this kind of crap, and it has honestly greatly diminished my respect for you.

Find something else to joke about on a day like this. This subject, and others like it, are actual constant real threats from the tyrants that

run our lives. Writing an entire article about it as a joke is in bad taste....literally.
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I want to let you know that I so appreciate and agree with every single word you wrote. Thank you and God bless.
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I do not like, at all, this tactic of an “April Fools Joke”. This is using what is called “click bait”. I’m a fan of Mercola, but now a nag has

appeared by the use of this tactic and the old wisdom of taking everything with a grain of salt seems prudent. As a retired Clinical

Hypnotherapist I recognize the manipulative value of this strategy and I have to thank Mercola for the wake up call. Lots of good stuff

comes from Mercola but this sheds light on the fact that no one is exempt from imperfections.
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ingeborgclark
Joined On 6/19/2016 10:03:28 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I’m always reading your articles and take the content very seriously. I am beyond angry that you would see it Vt to publish this as an

April fool’s joke article implying that this might happen in the future. At least have the decency to post this warning upfront, not at the

end of the article. You have discredited yourself by doing this. There is enough to be upset about in today’s world without writing

Vctional neurotic “could be” or “might be articles based on nothing but fear You have lost a trusted follower
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brianallen1
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Add as Friend  Send Message

If he placed the warning up front, the article would lose all of it's intended impact. This was a well needed jolt for us all. Myself, I

was completely fooled and saw no humor in it but great value. I was ready to take up arms. However, it is much better to Vght

this tooth and nail to prevent it from reaching to that point. Please join us in the resistance.
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It's April 1st... I kept saying, "this has to be a joke," as I read it.  Discern discern discern, don't lose the ability to discern!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 7:26:07 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

gsaaaeo7
Joined On 6/6/2013 9:35:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I agree, 100%. Not even remotely funny, but actually cruel, based on what the past two years have been like.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 7:52:26 AM

& Like  ' Dislike

 

ababab1
Joined On 7/28/2021 6:00:18 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

My quick fact check says this is fake. Am I wasting time reading Mercola's articles? I'm not sure if I want to wait til 2024 to Vnd out.

Perhaps a lot about what is said about him is true.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/2/2022 1:37:17 PM
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drummershort
Joined On 5/21/2017 6:54:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Notice date, April 1. Guess which day that is. Not forwarding this news to anyone.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 8:28:29 AM
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Joined On 9/17/2010 6:08:22 PM
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Not funny

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 4/1/2022 8:18:09 AM
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zinovius
Joined On 12/12/2020 2:36:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Despite being an April fools joke, let me make clear: Meat and only meat(regardless it's chicken or a bird..or..) causes most health

problems in humans, most of which is cancer. The Creator did not create animals as food for humans. The Creator created Vegetables,

Fruits, Grains, Seeds for Humans as Food. The Creator created animals as companions to humans, to co-exist, to keep the environment

balanced, as in today's term, Bio-Diversity. Only animals can use other animals as food. Slaughter Houses are death camps.

Much worse. To grow and raise animals in order to kill them !?? This is the worst in human nature. For doing that, the Creator punishes

the humans by creating so called "natural" disasters, real pandemics, wars - let the disgusting humans kill each other. Dr. Mercola used

to be a vegetarian some 8-9 yrs ago. Then as a result of meat industry brainwashing, he changed the sides, became a meat promoter.

There is no "humanely raised organic meat". This is Bu..t. It is still - to RAISE to KILL.
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MaryRN
Joined On 11/23/2009 11:22:14 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Actually after the Flood man was told he could eat meat, just not the blood. So after the nood the atmosphere changed and man

needed to eat meat. MMC88121
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zino, we are to have dominion over all animals. That does not mean to abuse and torture them. Factory farms are an atrocity but

humanely raised and processed meat is in harmony with God's nature.
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jamNjim
Joined On 2/20/2008 11:15:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Zino, read my post. It might change your mind.
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kthorsteinson
Joined On 3/27/2012 10:08:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I read the title when it came into my mailbox this morning at two. Couldn’t sleep the rest of the night as I Toston turned. I am not

impressed at all! That is extremely cruel. An April fools joke doesn’t cause fear. You are messed up! So cool, that it almost makes me

want to ban Mercola off of my feet. And I’ve been a mercola fan since the very beginning. Do you want us an apology and a big one!
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No apology is owed. Hope this startles you enough to take action against these monsters.
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Kassie
Joined On 9/21/2006 5:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The people who follow Dr. Mercola are not the ones who need to be "startled" into awareness by fake fear-mongering articles.

And just what "action" do you expect people to take at 2:00 in the morning after reading the Vctional tale?
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feemeister
Joined On 9/28/2006 6:50:23 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

That was NOT funny!  I'm surprised you think that is an appropriate joke!  I just sent that to FOUR different people before I Vnished the

article, I was so outraged.  NOT FUNNY AT ALL.   Now I am going to look STUPID and people are not going to believe the things I tell

them anymore, because I fell for this stupid article.  Dr Mercola, I am SURPRISED at you for this!  I've been following you for decades

now, and would not have thought you could think this is a joking matter.  This article was WRONG on EVERY level!  This is coming from

someone who wholeheartedly recommends you to everyone I talk to about things, and who was outraged you are on the disinfo list.  I

totally think you owe us an apology for this!  Some of us have been so stressed out by so many things going on.  This is just hurtful.
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gsaaaeo7
Joined On 6/6/2013 9:35:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I already made one comment, but I'm making another: you and your editors need to read Proverbs 26:18-19 which says, "Like a maniac

shooting naming arrows of death is one who deceives their neighbor and says, 'I was only joking!'". People have experienced profound

losses over these past two years, and I am wildly angry that you would publish something like this. Isn't April Fool's Day something that

kids do, and not physicians who want to be viewed as sources of trustworthy information? I will honestly never take this site seriously

again. And for the people who think that those who are angry about this article need to lighten up, I can assure you that my sense of

humor is intact, and I love fun and joy as much as the next person. But this article is not that, and is actually only a cruelty at the

expense of your many readers. Shame on you.
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Did it wake you up? Did it get you to realize that it WILL become a reality unless we stop it. It was all that and more. It was not

meant as a joke to trick you.
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Kassie
Joined On 9/21/2006 5:59:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I'm going to say it again, Brian. The people on this site are already awake. I agree completely with those who are angry and upset

by this made-up story by Dr. Mercola. Each new day brings more distress from the reality of what is being thrust on us. I don't

need, want, or appreciate fake scenarios adding to my daily grief and heartache. That article was total BS and should not have

happened, not on this site with this group of people.
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MeowMeowArfArf
Joined On 9/18/2021 1:02:07 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

You just underminded your own credibility by posting this because I had to take the time to read this stupid April Fools Joke. Trust you

guys a little less after this...
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ISpeakCat
Joined On 8/17/2019 11:07:13 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

For those of us that trust you, we were busy saving the Vle and printing it out as soon as we had the gist of your article. Sure, while it

was printing, I continued to read and Vnish the article. But do you not realize the weight of your words, and how this article will be used

against you as a major example of disinformation? And do you not realize how that drags your loyal readers down with you? We look to

you for truth, not jokes. I don't want to have to defend you and say, "Oh but he was joking".   Talk about adding fuel to the Vre. This

article was just plain wrong, on so many levels. If you want to warn us of the direction humanity is headed, and the perils of the Great

Reset, then by all means warn us. Don't state "facts" and expect all readers to sort out which are true, and which are predictions. Of

course, your followers can sort that out after the fact, but we aren't your only readers. Think...Elizabeth Warren.
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bobthecats
Joined On 4/16/2013 11:42:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Mercola should be ashamed of the article. Because of the article I want to unsubscribe, but can't locate the place to do it. Does anyone

have that information?
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brianallen1
Joined On 8/7/2021 10:12:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Uh, maybe at the bottom of the main page where it reads "unsubscribe"?
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